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ABSTRACT

~'

Consumer behavior lies at the very center of business strategy, especially
marketing. Better strategic marketing decisions can be made, if we recognize why and
how individuals make their consumption decisions.
The objective of this study is to explore the basis information pertaining the
marketing strategy planning for Thailand market by analysing the consumer behavior
and the purchasing pattern, and measure the consumers' attitudes toward the attributes
influencing their buying decision. Nineteen different attributes have been used for
evaluating the overall consumers' attitudes for the RTD (Ready-to-Drink) milk.
Marketing practices of existing dealers and reseller are analyzed as a basic information
for setting the marketing strategy.
The results of the study clearly show that the potential market of RTD (Ready-toDrink) milk in Thailand is fairly large enough to conduct the intensive marketing
/(..

activities by producing locally or importing. Quality and flavor of the products, brand
imago< and advertising are the attributes which consumers perceive as most important for
their buying decision. They also emphasize on other four attributes namely; Easy
Availability, Shelf Location in the store, cheaper price and deals of the sales persons.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background

Dairy farming and milk consumption is a relatively new phenomenon in Thailand.
In the 1960s and 1970s marketing and demand constitutes a major constraint on dairy
sector development. However, in late the 1980' s as a result of rapid national economic
development, investment in milk drinking campaigns and introduction of new products,
such as flavored, milk, and increased demand of RTD (Ready-To-Drink) milk have
been built up. Consequently, dairy product processing industries have boomed since that
time marked with a high growth rate.
Today in Thailand, Bangkok metropolitan area, the new generations are
encouraged to drink milk. With the education that they get and the development of
living standard, they begin to understand the milk products provide a variety of
nutrients in our daily diets. They are a primary source of calcium, riboflavin, and
protein. Without dairy products in our diets, most of us cannot receive an adequate
amount of calcium for good health.
The move of Thais toward market-oriented economy has created a lot of chances
for foreign investors to penetrate into Thai market. Economic reform measures were
undertaken by decontrolling and deregulating a wide spectrum of economic activities
with the enactment of new laws, rules and regulations to conform to the liberalization
efforts enabling the private sector to participate extensively in almost all economic
activities.
In the market, there are many diary products to choose from. For milks, there are
locally produced milk and imported milk. However, either local produced or imported,
the business doer should understand the market behaviors and consumers' perceptions
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in consumer goods. The purpose of this study is to analysis the customer's behavior
toward imported milk products.
1.2

Problem Statement
Due to the characteristics of niche market, little information is known about

market conditions and consumers' needs. However, the market is out there, hence
people need to eat and drink everyday. With the many choices of products, what do they
prefer to drink and eat is what the researchers have to find out. Therefore, this research
study would like to find out the following problems:
(1)

What market conditions for chain members influencing customers' buying
behavior?

1.3

(2)

How big the existing market is and who are the dominant brands?

(3)

What are the Thai consumer's habits and practices regarding milk product?

Objectives of the Study
This research is designed to analyze the amount of milk drinkers in Bangkok and

the Bangkokians attitude toward imported milk. Toward the study, the specific
objectives are as follows:
(1)

To understand what the composition of milk is and why milk is important in
our daily dietary

(2)

To understand the buying behavior of Thai in milk products

(3)

To understand the government regulatory structure and quota

(4)

To identify the key competitors and market channel

(5)

To analyze the role of chain members for the milk products in Thai market
and basic characteristics of market conditions in positioning of the products
to end users.

2

(6)

To identify the possibility of importing milk products and the important
factors to consider before importing.

1.4

Research Framework

This research study has been divided into three stages.
The first stage focuses on the rep01i and study of Thais purchasing pattern for
their daily home supplies such as toothbrush, beverage, and soap. This will be
narrowed down to consumers' decision making process in consumer goods. Further
more, investigation on the government regulatory structures towards dairy import.
The second stage is in-depth interviews with consumers, dealers, retailers and
distributor to get the usage rate and customer perceptions of imported milk.
The third stage leads to the analysis and discussions on the findings about the
Thais' consumer behavior and acceptance toward milk product. Finally a conclusion
and discussion on the approximating future trade demand for diary products.
The schematic view of the research framework is shown in Figure 1.1.

Milk Products

Consumer Survey

Dealers & Retailers

Distributors' Survey

S11rv~v

Buying Decision

Evaluating Existing

Pror.~"" ~ l'.rit~ri>i

M>irk~timr Prnr.tir.~"

Conclusions and Discussions

Figure 1.1.
3

Research Framework.

Scope and Limitations of the Study

.J.5

This study was undertaken purely from a viewpoint of marketing. Dairy products
have a wide range of assortments as well as differentiation. Attempting to cover all
kinds of dairy product will obviously lead to an extremely heavy workload. Therefore,
this research study emphasizes mainly on RTD (Ready-To-Drink) milk products that are
pasteurized, UHT and sterilized milk.
The survey was limited to distributors, retailers, and consumers in Bangkok. Some
distributors might not cooperate, hence it might be releasing company's information.
It is difficult to get the response of each and every consumer as well as the

retailers individually. However, it is possible to get the reasonable number of responses
from the consumer as well as the retailers to get proper results.
1.6

Organization of the Study

The organization of the study report would be as follows:
Chapter 1 is the introduction and general information about the study. It includes
the background, identification of the problem, objectives of the study, research
framework and scope and limitations of the study.
Chapter 2 is literature reviewed. This chapter will give literature review about the
importance of dairy in our daily diet. This chapter will also obtain an insight into some
important concepts and procedures on the consumers buying behavior.
Chapter 3 deals with methodology of the study. The research methodology
specifies type of the research, designs the conceptual model of the study, identifies the
source of information and instruments to collect data and analyze the collected data.
'Y

Chapter 4 is a situation analysis of Thailand. This chapter covers basic social and

economic situation information in Thailand. It also explores the current status of the

4

existing local compames and wholesalers m distribution and marketing of milk
products.
Chapter 5 is the information about the government regulatory structure and quota
for dairy products.
Chapter 6 is an analysis of consumers' behaviors, purchasing patterns and
attitudes in RTD (Ready-to-Drink) milk for the whole industry. The comprehensive
survey conducted with retailers and consumers are the basis for these analyses.
Furthermore, this chapter will go into detail of the buying behavior and the important
attributes for both consumers and dealers.
Chapter 7 is the conclusion of the findings in the analysis done in chapter 6 which
provides some practical recommendations to marketing strategy and development for
R TD distributors in Thai market.
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II.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

"Customers are demanding taste,
conveniel).ce,
health,
and value
from all their
..-. -:.
T' .. - .. -..
.. _T,..T...
""" ...... - ...
~

food products."

--(~o~ison

1994)

The review of literature has been put together the existing knowledge and
understanding of purchasing behavior concepts, influenced factors, and their
interrelations. It has been focused on the relations to these, to the design of the research
and to the discussion and interpretation of the results.
The literature review has been presented in four parts. The first part presented
food industry and in depth into facts about dairy. The second defined meaning of
purchasing behavior while the third reviewed previous study of purchasing behavior
models. The last one discussed about factors influencing purchasing decision process.
2.1

World Food Processing Industry
One researcher remarked that the food industry is a traditional and conservative

business, and it is now experiencing unprecedented change and must innovate to
manage this change to its advantage (Morision 1994). However, the dynamic food
industry in the developed countries has been given a wide coverage in the literature by
numbers of research on case studies and interviews, scarcely the same extent of
coverage has been given to track the changing food industry in the developing
countries. Besides, a review on the interviews reveals that knowledge on food supply
management from buyers' perspective is largely fragmented and theory is still limited at
embryonic stage. Nevertheless, the issues and concerns reviewed from the literature on
supply management from the developed countries do give directions to understand the
local food industry.

6
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Given the nature of the perishability of food products, the increased customer

sophistication is addressing the importance of issue of food products" Customers are
- ·-~:~----.ll"".--!':'...<

--- - - -

/

demanding taste, convenience, health, and value from all their food products." (Morison
1994) Foods are actively seeking new ways to interact effectively with customers,
ensuring that products are available at all possible sources, and confronting consumer's
changing perception of value. (Morision 1994)
It has been quite common in many of the research findings on food industry that

buyers, at a subsequent layer of the resource flow from their suppliers, are seemingly
increasing their influence on suppliers. This is also the same when it comes to the
analysis of other suppliers-buyer relationship anywhere along the chain: food
manufacturer vs. distributors, distributors vs. retailer, and retailer vs. end users, etc.
Because of this chain effect, from the industry wise, there has been tremendous effort to
stay closer to the needs of their customers both at an interlayer level or together aiming
the end user. That is why there has been a growing emphasis on the partnership building
in food industry supply.
2.2

Food Industry Buyers in Thailand

Food and beverage processing accounted for more than a quarter of large agriindustry in Thailand (F AO 1992). Thailand's total domestic food market is valued at US
$ 10.5 billion. (Bangkok Post 1996)

Thailand's modem urban consumers are becoming very much value oriented,
although many Thai manufacturers have traditionally competed on price. Nowadays, of
Ir

course, many Thai companies have moved away from this strategy (Speece 1997). More
industrial buyers in Thailand are beginning to accept the quality of goods over price.
.

'

~

~

'

End-users, on the other hand, select quality foods over cheap foods for themselves. One
recent research on Thai food industry from the perspective of the NPD (New Product
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Development) process shows that food producers are introducing more new packaging
.
. .
..
and compositions to attract buyers. They also try to emphasize the benefits of their
products to human's health (Suwannapom 1998)
2.3

Facts about Dairy /
1'"

" Dairy products provide a variety of nutrients in our daily diets. They are a primary
source of calcium, riboflavin, and protein: Without dairy products in our diets, most of
us cannot receive an adequate amount of calcium for good health. Protein in milk is
complete. It includes all essential amino acids in appropriate amounts. A wide variety of
foods from plant sources would be needed to supply the same balance of amino acids as
is found in dairy products.
Milk and dairy products supply many nutrients and are excellent sources of
several key nutrients, protein, carbohydrates, calcium, riboflavin, and vitamins A, D,
and B 12. Milk is usually fortified with vitamin D, a nutrient not widely available from
foods. Because milk contains vitamin D, lactose, and a ratio of calcium to phosphorus
that facilitates calcium absorption, it is our most important source of calcium. Although
some plant sources contain calcium, it is not nearly as abundant or as well utilized as in
milk. Other plant compounds (oxalic acid, phytic acid) can interfere with calcium
utilization from those sources.
These key or "leader" nutrients perform many important functions:
Nutrients
Protein

Functions
Builds and repairs body tissues
Supplies energy
Regulates body processes

Carbohydrate

Supplies energy

Calcium

Helps build bones and teeth
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Aids in blood clotting
Helps muscles and nerves to react normally
Riboflavin

Needed for the release of energy from food
Helps keep skin healthy

Vitamin A

Protects against night blindness
Helps keep mucous membranes healthy
Helps keep skin smooth and soft

Vitamin D

Aids in the absorption of calcium and its
utilization in bone development

Vitamin B12

Helps prevent anemia
Helps enzyme and other biochemical systems
function normally

2.4

Marketing

2.4.1 What Is Marketing?
"Marketing is a social and managerial process by which individual and groups
obtain what need and want through creating, offering, and exchanging products of value
with others" (Kotler 1991 ).
Moreover, in a business context, "Marketing is a total system of business
activities designed to plan, price, promote, and distribute want-satisfying products to
target markets to achieve organizational objectives" (Stanton 1994).
The American Marketing Association defines marketing as "the process of
planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas,
good or services to create exchanges that will satisfy industrial and organizational
objectives (Chee and Harris 1994).
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It does not mean that marketing should try to take over production, accounting,

and financial activities. Rather, it means that marketing, by interpreting customers'
need, should provide direction for these activities and try to coordinate them.
It identifies the market variables of product, price, place (distribution) and

promotion that are used to provide customer satisfaction. It assumes that the customer
segments to be satisfied through the organization's production and marketing activities
have been selected and analyzed prior to production, so that the customer, client or
public determines the marketing program.
2.5

Definition of Purchasing Behavior

In so volatile a competitive environment, companies require to get close to and
understand their consumers. What are consumers looking for? Are consumers satified
with what's in the market? Are consumers convenient in buying the goods? The
answers to these questions need understanding of consumers' purchasing behavior.
Purchasing behavior is the decision processes and acts of people involved m
buying and using products (Engel and Blackwell 1986). Consumer purchasing behavior
refers to the purchasing behavior of ultimate consumers: those people who purchase
products for personal or household use, not for business purpose (Pride and Ferrell
1987).
Marketers have classified types of purchasing behavior by using different criteria.
According to Schiffman and Kanuk (1991), consumers make two types of purchases:
trial purchases and repeats purchases. Trial purchases are the exploratory phase of
purchasing behavior in which consumers attempt to evaluate a product through direct
uses. But repeat purchases are closely related to the concept of brand loyalty which
most firms try to encourage because it ensures them of stability in the marketplace.

10
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Classified by intentions of purchase (Engel and Blackwell 1993), purchasing
behaviors fall into three categories:
(1)

Fully planned purchase: both product and brand are chosen before the store
visit.

(2)

Partially planned purchase: there is an intention to buy the product only but
brand choice is deferred until shopping.

(3)

Unplanned purchase: both the items and brand are chosen in the store. This
is often refereed to as the impulse purchase.

Another approach categorized by buyer involvement and degree of brand
differences (Assael, 1987). Assael distinguished four types of purchasing behavior:
( 1)

Complex Buying Behavior: Complex buying behavior is when consumers
are highly involved in a purchase and perceive significant differences
among brands. Consumers may be highly involved when the product is
expensive, risky, purchased infrequently, and highly self-expressive.

(2)

Dissonance-Reducing Buying

Behavior:

Dissonance-reducing

buying

behavior occurs when consumers are highly involved with an expensive,
infrequent, or risky purchase, but see little difference among brands.
Because perceived brand differences are not large, buyers may shop around
to learn what is available, but buy relatively quickly.
(3)

Habitual Buying Behavior: Habitual buying behavior occurs under
conditions of low consumer involvement and little significant brand
difference. For example, salt, consumers have little involvement in this
product category- they simply go to the store and reach for a brand.

(4)

Variety-Seeking Buying Behavior: Consumers undertake variety-seeking
buying behavior in situations characterized by low consumer involvement
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but significant perceived brand differences. In such cases, consumers often
do a lot of brand switching. For example, when buying cookies, a consumer
may choose a brand without much evaluation. But the next time, the
consumer might pick another brand out of boredom or simply to try
something different.
The concepts of purchasing behaviors discussed above are general guidelines for a
firm to conduct further study which related to the firm's business. In practical way, a
firm usually works out a consumer research to find out consumers' purchasing behavior,
which corresponds with the firm's market segment.
2.5.1 Factors Influencing Consumer Behavior
Figure 2.4 shows the stimulus-response model. This figure shows marketing and
other stimuli entering the buyer's black box and producing the buyer's responses.
Outside stimuli pass through the buyer's black box and produce the buyer's purchase
decisions. The marketer's task is to understand what happens in the buyer's black box
between outside stimuli and the buyer's purchase decisions.

Outside Stimuli

Marketing

Buyers black box

Enviromental
~
~

Product
Economic
Price
Technological
Place
Political
Promotion Cultural

Figure 2.1.

Buyer
Characteristics

Buyer decision
process

Cultural
Social
Personal
Psychological

Problem Recognition
Information Search
Evaluation Decision
Postpurchase Behavior

Buyer's Purchase
Decision

~

Product choice
Brand choice
Dealer Choice
Purchase Timing
Purchase
Amount

Influencing Factors in Consumer Behavior.
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The Outside stimuli have types. Marketing stimuli consist of the four Ps: product,
price, place, and promotion. Environmental stimuli consist of major forces and events in
the buyer's macro environment: economic, technological, political and cultural.
Buyer's purchase decisions are highly influenced by the buyer's cultural, social,
personal, and psychological factors.
Cultural Factors:
Cultural factors exert the broadest and deepest influence on consumer behavior.
The playing rolls are the buyer's culture, subculture, and social class.
(1)

Culture: Culture is the most fundamental determinant of a person's wants
and behavior.

(2)

Subculture: Four types of subculture can be distinguished. (Nationality
groups, Religious groups, Racial groups, and Geographical areas).

(3)

Social Class: Social classes are relatively homogenous and enduring
divisions in a society, which are hierarchically ordered and whose members
similar values, interest, and behavior.

Social Factors:
A consumer's behavior is also influenced by such factors as reference groups,
family, and social status.
(1)

Reference Groups: All the groups (membership, primary, secondary, and
Aspiration) have a direct or indirect influence on the person's attitudes or
behaviors.

(2)

Family: Family orientation from parents and family procreation from spouse
and children. It is the most important consumer buying organization in
society.

13
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(3)

Roles and Status: Roles and Status is the person that we are in our daily life
such as father, mother or teacher.

Personal Factors:
A buyer's decisions also are influenced by personal characteristics such as the
buyer's age and life-cycle stage, occupation, economic situation, lifestyle, and
personality and self-concept.
(1)

Age and Life-Cycle Stage
People change the goods and services they buy over their lifetimes.
Life-Cycle stage can be divided into three stages: young, middle-aged, and
older. A young person might have different wants and needs from a middleaged person or an older person.

(2)

Occupation
A person's occupation affects the goods and services bought. For
example, camera is necessary for a photographer but not for a singer.

(3)

Economic Situation
A person's economic situation will affect product choice. A person
may consider buying an expensive product if she or he has enough
spendable income, savings, or borrowing power.

(4)

Lifestyle
Lifestyle is a person's pattern of living as expressed in his or her
activities, interests, and opinions. Activities may be work, hobbies,
shopping, sports or social event. Interests are food, fashion, family, and
recreation. Opinion is what they think about themselves, social issues,
business, and products.
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(5)

Personality and Self-Concept
Personality refers to the unique psychological characteristics that lead
to relatively consistent and lasting responses to one's own environment.
Personality is usually described in terms of traits such as self-confidence,
dominance, sociability, or aggressiveness. The self-concept is also called
self-image, how the people's possessions contribute to and reflect their
identities.

Psychological Factors:
Buying choices are also influenced by four major psychological factors such as
motivation, perception, learning, and attitudes.
Many forces and characteristics can be appreciated that act on consumer behavior.
A person's purchase choice is the result of the complex interplay of cultural, social,
personal, and psychological factors. Many of these factors cannot be influenced by the
marketer. However, they are useful in identifying the buyers who might have the most
interest in the products.
Buying Decision Process:
The stages of the buying-decision process are:
(1)

Need recognition

(2)

Choice of an involvement level

(3)

Identification of alternatives

(4)

Evaluation of alternatives

(5)

Decision

(6)

Postpurchase behavior
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Although this model is a useful starting point for examining purchase decisions,
the process is not always as straightforward as it may appear. Figure 2.2 describes the
stages involved in buying-decision process.

...

....

.....

Identification of
Alternatives

Choice of
Involvement Level

Need Recognition

.

H
Postpurchase
Behavior

I

Figure 2.2.

Purchase &
Related Activities

I

Evaluation of
Alternatives

Consumer Buying Decision Process.

Need Recognition:
Need recognition may arise internally begins when a need that can be satisfied
through consumption becomes strong enough to motivate a person. Need may also be
dormant until it is aroused by an external stimulus such as an ad or the sight of a
product. The decision process can be triggered by the depletion of an existing product
also.
Choice of Involvement Level:
After recognizing a need, the consumer consciously or unconsciously decides how
much effort to exert in satisfying it. Two kinds of involvement, namely high and low,
can be encountered. If a consumer is dissatisfied with the quantity or quality of
information about the purchase situation when a need arises and decides to actively
collect and evaluate more, there is high involvement purchase. On the other hand, if a
16
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consumer is comfortable with the information and alternatives readily available, the
purchase situation is low involvement.
Identification of Alternatives:
The consumer must next identify the alternative products and then brands to be
capable of satisfying the need. Product and brand identification may range from a
simple memory scan of previous experiences to an extensive external search. The search
for alternatives is influenced by:
(1)

How much information the consumer already has from past experiences and
other sources.

(2)

The consumer's confidence in that information.

(3)

The expected value of additional information or, put another way, what
additional information is worth in terms of the time and money costs to get
it.

Evaluation of Alternatives:
The evaluation involves establishing some criteria against which alternatives is
compared. The criteria that consumers use in the evaluation result from their past
experience and feelings toward various brands, as the opinions of family members and
friends. Evaluations can be factually incorrect because experience is often limited or
dated and information from sources such as advertising or friends can be biased.
Purchase and Related Decisions:
The consumer ranks brands and forms of purchase intentions in the evaluation
stage. Generally, the consumer will buy the most preferred brand, but two factors can
come between; the purchase intention and the purchase decision.
The first factor is influenced by "unexpected situational factors". The consumer
forms a purchase intention based on such factors as expected family income, expected
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pnce, and expected benefits from the product. When the consumer is about to act,
unexpected situational factors may arise to change the purchase intention.
The preferences and even purchase intentions do not always result m actual
purchase choice. They may direct purchase behavior but may not fully determine the
outcome.
Postpurchase Behavior:
After the purchase is made, the unattractive features of the product purchased
grow in importance in the consumer's mind, as do the attractive features offered by the
rejected alternatives. Dissonance typically increases; (1) the higher the dollar value of
purchase; (2) the greater the similarity between the item selected and item(s) rejected;
and (3) the greater the importance of the purchase decision. Consumers try to reduce
their postpurchase anxieties that are likely to increase the dissonance. And they seek out
information that supports their decision, even to the extreme of reading ads for a
product after it has been purchased. Also, prior to the purchase, putting more effort into
evaluating alternatives can increase a consumer's confidence and reduce dissonance.
The quality of a seller's follow-up and postsale service programs can be significant
factors in reducing dissonance also.
2.5 .1 Attitudes
One of the important things for business is the need to understand what consumers
like and dislike. These likes and dislikes are called "attitudes". Attitudes can be defined
as simply an overall evaluation. These play an important role in determining a product's
standing among customers.

*"

Attitudes usually play a major role in shaping consumer behavior. In deciding

which brand to buy or which store to shop, consumers will typically select the brand or
store that is evaluated most favorably. Consequently, in building an understanding of
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why consumers do or do not buy a particular product or shop a certain store, attitudes
can be quite useful. And, this is especially true when attitudes are linked to the
knowledge consumers posses about a product or store (Engel 1993).
Consumer-Behavior theorists distinguish three main components of attitude as:
The Cognitive Component:
This is what the individual believes about the object whether it is good or bad,
necessary or unnecessary, useful or useless, and so forth. The cognitive component is
based on reason and is related to knowledge and experience.
The Affective Component:
This is what the individual feels about - whether it is pleasant or unpleasant, taste
or tasteless, and so forth. The affective component pertains to the individual's emotions.
The Conative Component:
This is how the individual responds to the object. The conative component is
based on the other two components and is related to the individual's behavior. From the
marketing standpoint, if the individual believes that the object is of value and feels good
about it, that person is likely to buy it.
Each of the three components of attitude will vary according to both the situation
and the person. Attitudes toward products may range from indifference to enthusiasm,
with many gradations in between (Mandell, 1983).
The success of a product in the market is partly determined by the company's
ability to understand, predict, and influence consumer attitudes. Depending on how the
product is doing the marketer may want to:
(1)

Confirm existing attitudes (if the product is doing well)

(2)

Change existing attitudes (if the product is not doing well)
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(3)

Create new attitudes (if a new product

IS

introduced or old one

IS

repositioned)
Confirming existing attitudes is the easiest course to take. It simply involves
reminding consumers of why they like a product and why they should continue to
purchase it. Changing attitudes is a much more difficult task than this. At times it makes
better marketing sense to phase out a product that has run into negative consumer
attitudes. The marketer can then concentrate on creating positive attitudes toward a new
product. It is often more difficult to convert faithful users of other brands to one's own
product than to win over consumers to a new product (Mandell 1983).
2.5.2 Consumer Perceptions of Quality, Price, Value, and Brand
Consumer perceptions of quality, price, and value are considered pivotal
determinants of shopping behavior and product choice.
(1)

Perceptions of Quality:
\(

Quality was defined as a comparison between consumer expectations
and perceptions of performance based on those dimensions, an approach
that allows for individual differences across subjects in the attributes that
signal quality. Attributes that signal quality have been dichotomized into
intrinsic and extrinsic cues. Intrinsic cues involve the physical composition
of the product. These cannot be changed without altering the nature of the
product itself and are consumed as the product is consumed (Oslon 1977).
Extrinsic cues are product-related but not part of the physical product itself.
They are, by definition, outside the product. Price, brand name, and level of
advertising are examples of extrinsic cues to quality.
Consumers may evaluate quality at the point of purchase or at the
point of consumption. The salience of intrinsic attributes at the point of
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purchase depends on whether they can be sensed and evaluated at that time,
that is, whether they contain search attributes. Where search attributes are
present, they may be important quality indicators. In their absence,
consumers depend on extrinsic cues.
At the point of consumption, most intrinsic attributes can be evaluated
and therefore become accessible as quality indicators. At the point of
purchase, consumers cannot always evaluate relevant intrinsic attributes of a
product. Unless free samples are being provided, consumers can not taste,
for example new food products, before buying them. In these and similar
situations, the consumers rely on extrinsic attributes such as warranty, brand
name, and package as surrogates for intrinsic product attributes.
(2)

Perceptions on Price:
From the consumer's perspective, pnce is what is given up or
sacrificed to obtain a product. The components of price are objective price,
perceived nonmonentary price, and sacrifice. Levels of consumer attention,
awareness, and knowledge of prices appear to be considerably lower than
necessary for consumers to have accurate internal reference prices for many
products (Dickson and Sawyer, 1985). One study indicates that price
awareness differs among demographic groups, the greatest levels of
awareness being in consumers who are female, married, older, and do not
r

work outside the home. Other research, summarized by Oslon (1977), shows
that price becomes less important as a quality indicator when other product
quality cues, such as brand name or store image are present. One
exploratory survey research (Bonner and nelson, 1985) indicates that price
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1s among the least important attributes that consumers associate with
quality.
Oslon (1977) showed that availability of intrinsic cues other than price
typically results in weighting those factors as more important than price. He
concluded that brand name is a stronger cue than price for evaluating overall
quality.
(3)

Perceptions on Value:
Value has been defined as " whatever it is that the customer seeks in
making decision as to which store to shop or which product to buy.
Schechter (1954) defines value as all factors, both quantitative, subjective
and objective, that make up the complete shopping experience. The benefit
components of value include salient intrinsic attributes, extrinsic attributes,
perceived quality, and other relevant high level abstractions. The sacrifice
components of perceived value include monetary prices and nonmonentary
price. Intrinsic attributes serve as " value signals" and can substitute for
active weighing of benefits and costs.

2.5.3 Customer-based Brand Equity
Keller (1993) define customer- based brand equity as the differential effect of
brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of brand. Three important
concepts are included in the definition: differential effect, brand knowledge, and
consumer response to marketing. Differential effect is determined by comparing
consumer response to the marketing of a brand with the response to the same marketing
of a fictitiously named or unnamed version of the product or service. Brand knowledge
is defined in terms of brand awareness and brand image and is conceptualized according
to the characteristics and relationships of brand associations. Consumer response to
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marketing is defined in terms of consumer perceptions, preferences, and behavior
arising from marketing mix activity.
According to this definition, a brand is said to have positive (negative) customerbased brand equity if consumers react more (less) favorably to the product, price,
promotion, or distribution of the brand than they do to the same marketing mix element
when it is attributed to a fictitiously named or unnamed version of the product or
service. High level of brand awareness and a positive brand image also have specific
implications for the pricing, distribution, and promotion activities related to the brand.

2.6

Marketing Strategy Planning
Marketing plans focus on a product/market and consist of the detailed marketing

strategies and programs for achieving the product's objectives in the market. Marketing
plans are the central instruments for directing and coordinating the marketing effort.
Strategic marketing planning entails five steps:
(1)

conduct a situation analysis

(2)

develop objectives

(3)

determine positioning and differential advantage

(4)

select target markets and measure market demand ,and

(5)

design a marketing mix.

2.6.1 Situational Analysis
Situational analysis normally covers external environmental nonmarketing
resources that surround the marketing program. A situation analysis also considers the
groups of consumers served by the company, the strategies used to satisfy them, and
key measures of marketing performance. It is critical, can be costly, time consuming
and frustrating task. To fulfill its mission, an organization needs to capitalize on its key
strengths, overcome or alleviate its major weakness.
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The situational analysis usually covers five major areas:
Sales Trends: Each product's sales figures are examined over the previous several
years and compared with similar ones for competing products and with the product's
profit and expense patterns.
Previous Forecasts versus Previous Performance: A review of the accuracy of past
planning is made in terms of both sales and profits is done to help management uncover
obstacles in achieving obstacles in achieving past objectives, so that they may avoid
mistakes in the future.
Market situation and competitive environment: Factors concernmg how both
consumer demand and competition function together in the marketing plan are
considered to develop a comprehensive picture of the marketing environment with
respect to the current situation of the product or service being analyzed.
Problems

and

opportunities:

An

evaluation

is

made

of technological

developments, cost levels, and other internal factors that may have a positive or
negative effective effect on profits or sales. This evaluation will have a direct bearing on
the action programs that the organization decides to pursue.
Planning Assumptions and Constraints: As assessment 1s made of corporate
financial, personnel, and production strengths and weakness. External factors such as
the state of the economy, government regulations, and broad social trends are taken into
consideration.
2.6.2 Marketing Objectives
Establishing marketing objectives is generally considered the single most
important step in the planning process. Without these objectives, which emerge from
the assumptions of the situation analysis, planning would not be a practical purpose.
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Objectives must be defined clearly and precisely so that both top management and
planners can determine a target at which marketing strategy should aim. Marketing
objectives are often ranked in order of their importance to relate them to overall
corporate objectives.
The success or failure of the marketing plan is ultimately measured by how well
the marketing objectives reflect the organization's needs and what they have achieved.
Thus, objectives must be viewed in the context of both the beginning and the end of the
planning process. They may sometimes change as the marketing plan is put into effect,
but without them, it is impossible to evaluate how well the plan has succeeded.
2.6.3 Positioning and Differential Advantage
It involves two complementary decisions; how to position a product in the

marketplace, and how to distinguish it from competitors. Positioning refers to a
product's image in relation to directly competitive products as well as other products
marketed by the same company. The company's positioning must be rooted in an
understanding of how the target market defines value and makes choices among
vendors. The positioning task consists of three steps. First, the company has to identify
possible product, services, personnel, and image differences that might be established in
relation to competition. Second, the company has to apply criteria to select the most
important differences. Third, the company has to effectively signal to the target market
how it differs from its competition.
After the product is positioned, a viable differential advantage has to be identified.
Differential advantages refer to any feature of an organization or brand perceived by
customers to be desirable and different from those of the competition. At the same time,
the company has to avoid the differential disadvantages for its product.
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2.6.4 Target Markets and Market Demand
A market consists of people or organizations with needs to satisfy', money to
spend, and the willingness to spend it. Ordinarily, it is impractical for a firm to satisfy
all segments with different needs. Instead, a company targets its efforts on one or more
of these segments. Thus a target market refers to a group of people or organizations at
which a firm directs a marketing program. In a new company, management should
analyze markets in detail to identify potential target markets. In an existing firm,
management should routinely examine any changes in the characteristics of its target
markets and alternative markets. Management should decide to what extent and in what
manner to divide up total markets and then pursue only those segments that show the
best potential for successful marketing.
Target markets must be selected on the basis of opportunities.

To analyze its

opportunities, a firm must forecast demand in its target markets. The results of demand
forecasting will indicate whether the firm's targets are worth pursuing or whether
alternatives need to be identified.
2.6.5 Marketing Mix
Whoever the marketer (whether indigenous, multinational or governmental) and
whatever the nature of the country (rich or poor, large or small), in the long run
effective marketing mixes are essential (Kinsey 1988).
Marketing mix is a combination of a product, how it is distributed and promoted,
and its price. These four elements together must satisfy the needs of organization's
target market(s) and, at the same time, achieve its marketing objectives.
(1)

Product
Product is the first and most important element of the marketing mix.
Strategies are needed for managing existing products over time, adding new
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ones, and dropping failed products, strategic decisions must also be made
regarding branding, packing, labeling, and other product features such as
warranties.
Most companies handle more than one product. Each product line
consists of product items. The product-line manager should study the sales
and profit contributions of each product item as well as the way the items
are positioned against competitors' items. This provides information needed
for making several product-line decisions.
Companies have to develop brand policies for the individual product
items in their lines. They must decide whether to brand at all, whether to use
family brand names or individual brand names, whether to extend the brand
name to new products, whether to put out several competing brands, and
whether to reposition any of the brands.
Physical products require packaging decisions to create such benefits
as protection, economy, convenience, and test it functionally and
psychologically to make sure it achieves the desired objectives and is

*

compatible with public policy. Physical products also require labeling for
identification and possible grading, description, and promotion of the
product.
(2)

Price
Necessary strategies pertain to the locations of customers pnce
flexibility, related items within a product line, and terms of sale. Also,
pricing strategies for entering a market, especially with a new product, must
be designed.
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Philip Kotler, (1991) describes a six steps procedure for the
companies to be followed in setting up the price of a product. They are as
follows:
(a)

the company carefully establishes its marketing objective(s), such as
survival, maximum current profit, maximum current revenue,
maximum sales growth, maximum market skimming, or productquality leadership.

(b)

the company determines the demand schedule, which shows the
probable quantity purchased per period at alternative price levels. The
more inelastic the demand, the higher the company can set its price.

( c)

the company estimates how its costs vary at different output levels and
with different levels of accumulated production experience.

(d)

the company examines competitor's price as a basis for positioning its
ownpnce.

(e)

the company selects one of the following pricing methods: markup
pricing, target return pricing, perceived-value pricing, going-rate
pricing, and sealed-bid pricing.

(f)

the company selects its Final price, expressing it in the most effective
psychological way, coordinating it with the other market-mix
elements, checking that it conforms to company pricing policies, and
making sure it will find acceptance with distributors and dealers,
company sealsforce, competitors, suppliers, and government.

(3)

Distribution
Strategies involve the management of the channel(s) by which
ownership of products is transferred from producer to customer and, in
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many cases, the system(s) by which goods are moved from where they are
produced to where they are purchased by the final customer. Strategies
applicable to middle men, such as wholesalers and retailers, must be
designed. Six steps should be considered in distribution network design
namely:
(a)

understand the total market demand and the growth rate for the firm's
products.

(b)

use the right measure of coverage.

(c)

by customer segment, think through how end customers select dealers
or retailers outlets.

(d)

be clear about the desired mix of dealers or retailers.

(e)

consider the capacity of each dealer or retailer.

(f)

set up only as dealers or retailers as can be well serviced.

Manufacturer

I

I

I

Wholesaler

I

l

I
Wholesaler
I

I

Wholesaler
I

Retailer

I

Retailer

I

I

Retailer

I
Consumer

I

Figure 2.3.

Alternative Channel Structures for Consumer Products.
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A channel of distribution is any series of firms or individuals who participate in
the flow of goods and services from producer to final user or consumer. Often it is more
complex, involving many different kinds of middlemen and specialists. Figure 2.3
shows examples of basic channels of distribution for consumer products.
(4)

Promotion
Strategies are needed to combine individual methods such as advertising,

personal selling, and sales promotion into a coordinated campaign. In addition,
promotional strategies must be adjusted as a product moves from the early stages
to the later stages of its life. Strategic decisions must also be made regarding each
individual method of promotion.
Personnel selling involves direct spoken communication between sellers and
potential customers. Personal selling lets the salesperson adapt the firm's
marketing mix to each potential customer. But it can be very expensive. Mass
selling is communicating with large numbers of customers at the same time. The
main form of mass selling is advertising, any paid form of nonpersonal
presentation of ideas, or services by an identified sponsor. Any unpaid form of
nonpersonal presentation of ideas, goods, or services is another form of mass
selling and called publicity. Sales promotion refers to promotion activities other
than personal selling, advertising and publicity and it stimulates interest, trial, or
purchase by final customers or others in the channel of distribution. It can involve
use of coupons, point-of-purchase materials, samples, signs, catalogs, and
circulars.
The four marketing-mix elements are interrelated; decisions in one area
often affect actions in another. Design of marketing mix is certainly affected by
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whether a firm choose to compete on the basis of piece or on one or more other
elements.

2. 7

Market Segmentation
Before a marketing strategy can be implemented, the marketer must identify,

evaluate and select a target market. The importance of selecting a target market
approach is going to depend on a careful review of just who the firm is trying to reach.
The process of dividing the total market into several relatively homogenous groups is
called market segmentation (Chee and Harris 1994).
Market segmentation cannot be used in all cases. Harold Chee and Rod Harris
(1994) also points out the basic requirements for segmentation as:
(1)

The market segments must be measurable in terms of both purchasing
power and size.

(2)

Marketers must be able to promote effectively to and serve (reach) a market
segment.

(3)

Market segments must be sufficiently large to be potentially profitable.

(4)

The number of segments must match the firm's marketing capabilities.

If one or more of these factors is missing, the marketer should reassess any

proposed market segmentation strategy. For the success of the overall marketing
strategy, age, sex, geographic locations, income and expenditure patterns, and
population size and mobility are the vital factors.
The four commonly used bases for segmenting consumer markets are geographic
segmentation, demographic segmentation,

psychographic segmentation, and benefit

segmentation. The last one is also defined as behavioral segmentation.
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2.7.1 Geographic Segmentation
Markets can be divided into regions because one or more of the geographical
variables cause differences to appear from one region to another. It is useful only when
differences and purchase patterns for a product emerge along regional lines.
2.7.2 Demographic Segmentation
This is the most common approach in market segmentation and it divides the
consumer groups according to demographic variables such as age, sex, income,
occupation, education, household size, lifestyle, and stage in the family lifecycle. These
variables are used in market segmentation for three reasons:
( 1)

They are easy to identify and measure.

(2)

They are associated with the scale of many products and services.

(3)

They are typically referred to in describing the audiences of advertising
media buyers and others can easily pinpoint the desired target market.

2.7.3 Psychographic Segmentation
Psychographic segmentation generally means the psychographical profiles of
different consumers developed from the response of consumers asked to agree or
disagree with activities, interests, and opinions statements of respondents.
Psychographic profiles produce a much richer description of a potential target
market and can assist in promotional decisions in attempting to match with the type of
consumer who uses the products. This often serves as component of an overall
marketing strategy in which markets are also segmented on the basis of
demographic/ geographic variables.
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2.7.4 Benefit Segmentation
Benefit segmentation is the division of a market according to the benefits the
consumers want from the product. These factors may reveal important bases for
pinpointing prospective target markets.
2.8

Marketing in Developing Country
Marketing concepts, practices, institutions- has been so dominantly a Western

phenomenon, in fact for the most part an American phenomenon, that the discussion of
marketing in underdeveloped areas is at best a peripheral concern in mainstream
marketing (Dholakia 1985).
2.8.1 Characteristics of Developing Countries
Developing countries have certain general characteristics which have a profound
effect on the marketing environment. Much of the world's minerals, water power, oil,
coal, timber and potential cropland are possessed by these countries. Their large
proportion of the world's population also is possessed by these countries. Their large
proportion of the world's population also provides a potentially vast market and workforce. However, they can not use their natural and human resources effectively
(Kinsey 1988).
Many developing countries are badly administrated, having little administrative
tradition and/or rapid changes of government. But because many developing countries
are state dominated, whether because of ideology or balance of payments problems or as
a consequence of the poor managerial and commercial infrastructure, government has a
profound effect on the marketing environment. It may improve the marketing
infrastructure, for example by subsidizing the bureaucracy involved in developing
infrastructure needed for industrial development and offering support in times of
recession.
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All developing countries seek economic development, which is today generally
considered as a socio-economic trans\ormation, and the view put forward here is that
marketing, because it deals with people and the allocation of resources, can be
extremely valuable in the process. Whilst it has in many cases lagged behind economic
development, it can be used to lead that development. What is not in doubts is the
strong interrelationship between marketing and economic development and marketing's
changing emphasis as economic development progress.
2.8.2 Marketing Environment in Developing Countries
Developing countries collectively possess great riches of inputs into the system,
the characteristics usually make for an unfavorable marketing environment. Rapid
population growth, wrapped economies, a high percentage of the work-force employed
in subsistence agriculture, fragmented markets, poor infrastructure and many cultural
constraints do not provide the most favorable conditions. Greater government
involvement allied with poor administration and perhaps nepotism, lack of management
education, greater politic instability and dynamism generally are other negative aspects,
especially for the multination marketer. Each developing country's marketing
environment will differ. The population of the country and wealth of natural resources
will influence the demand for, and supply, industrial and consumer goods.
The demand and supply conditions in developing countries are very different from
those experienced in the advanced world. Developing countries tend to have two
distinct market structures. There are rich urban market and the poor rural market. The
former market a minority represents on average five to ten percent of total national
income and, however provides a high demand for modem high quality goods and
luxuries, processed foods, labor saving devices and so on. The larger rural market
provides demand for lower quality, more essential goods. Naturally, the structure of
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indigenous demands for consumer goods will be related to the standard of living. Where
standards are high, especially in the cities, the demand for consumer goods too will be
high. But even within the affluent areas of developing countries, the market structures
may still very enormously, affected by cultural values.
Both communications and physical distribution in developing countries tend to be
poor, leading to waste and impeding development generally. Marketing channels are
consequently long, complex, highly fragmented and labor intensive, with products
passing through multiple channel intermediaries. There are few advertising agencies in
developing countries and the problem is often exacerbated by the lack of one common
language in the nation as well as high illiteracy levels, throwing more emphasis onto
packaging and labeling.
2.8.3 Marketing Mix in Developing Countries
The marketing mix, like marketing research, needs more careful consideration in a
developing country context. In the broader marketing environment the complexity of
cultural, legal, political, economic and financial :frameworks results in a need for more
marketing mixes to be formulated to suit individual segments of the population. There
will usually be a need to formulate many mare mixes to correspond to different ethnic
groups, languages, religions, non-indigenous minorities or even certain professional
groups. Colonial and historical effects may have resulted in attitudes and values which
require certain adjustments to promotional themes and strategies.
External factors also, often, determine how certain marketing mix elements can be
used. The distribution system and its organization, the availability of media, the extent
of completion and the level and structure of disposable income and education will put
certain constraints on the scope of each marketing mix element. Because the market is
little understood and no attention is given to the correct corresponding marketing mix,
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the right production, handling, packaging, processmg and grading of products are
seldom achieved.
Product policy of the multinational will consequently influence to a significant
extent the product policies of the indigenous marketer. Generally, the core product
manufactured by the multinational in a developing country remains the same, however,
the additional aspects such as quality, life expectancy, packaging and labeling, which
make up augmented product may well be changed to match local circumstances. The
different usage condition caused by climate, skills and national habits, the different
market factors resulting income levels, the size and nature of demand and consumer
tastes, and the legislative environment may necessitate the multinationals in building a
product to higher or lower standards or even building a different generation of products
now obsolete in developed world. Culture is a factor which should be analyzed very
closely in this context. If correctly understood, big profits for the export company
results.
Although the promotion is always the most visible marketing mix element, the
possibilities for using it may be more restricted, whilst its impact is often greater, in the
developing countries. Because promotion is the most culture-bound element of the
marketing mix and necessary infrastructure is often lacking. The level of economic
development is also closely related. The Lower the level of economic development and
the lower the disposable income, the less the scope the marketer has in his promotion
mix. There is usually a strong correlation between level of economic development and
advertising expenditure. The indigenous marketer is likely to perceive advertising as a
waste of money and superfluous in the typical marketing environment of scarcity, little
competition and limited stocks. In the developing country, a small range of media is
available. Furthermore, it is always more difficult to assess the effectiveness of various
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types of media. In relation to consumer behavior, outside the urban areas personal
selling remains the major form of merchandising, which haggling being the order of the
day.
The distribution system and its organization, the availability of media, the extent
of competition and the level and structure of disposable income and education, will put
certain constraints on the scope of each marketing mix element. Complacency and an
inability and/or an unwillingness to measure the success or failure of a brand or product
on its own merit become typical. High pricing and low quality being the norm in many
cases, there is no incentive to understand the market or develop new products. Foreign
products are usually considered superior.
Because the market is little understood and no attention is given to the correct
corresponding marketing mix, the right production, handling, packaging, processing and
grading of products are seldom achieved. Much physical waste and loss revenue results.
Black markets, hoarding and smuggling are characteristic manifestation. Local industry
is constantly unable to meet demand. The result is smuggling of (most commonly)
foreign-label prestigious goods. And even when a foreign label indigenous
manufacturers find it difficult to compete with the smugglers' wise-price.
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III.

MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

Consumers' behaviors are distinct, depending on their background-culture, family
income, education, etc. People who have similar lifestyle and the way of thinking form
the groups or communities. Marketers try to find-out characteristics of these groups.
According to the research framework from Figure 1.1, this research process has
been derived in order to analyze the consumers' perceptions and buying behaviors in
imported pasteurized milk.

3.1

Conceptual Model
There are number of descriptive and stochastic models about the consumer

behaviors in the literature. Descriptive models use a number of variables, and stochastic
models try to apply those models in real term using mathematical and statistical analysis
with historical data. However, due to the not updated historical data in Bangkok, it is
difficult to apply the stochastic models in this study. Therefore, this study is going to
refer descriptive model reviewed in section 2.3 of literature review and studying further
in terms of surveying instead of stochastic models.
This model is designed to present effects of marketing mix variables that are
currently practiced by the consumer goods particularly diary products. The adapted
model would also like to find-out the marketing mix variables that can serve the
expectation of consumers. The expectations in the same culture are varied by
consumers' demographics and psychographics.
3.2

Methodology
Figure 3 .1 represents the detailed process of the research conducted in this study.

In Thailand, the exact figures for stores and internal companies are confidential. In
practice, research agencies usually do their studies through a survey, which is the
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methodology used in this study. It is conducted by using both primary and secondary
data.
3.2.1 Primary Data
These data are collected from m depth interviews with three groups of
respondents:
(1)

Country representatives and branch offices of foreign companies and
wholesalers of diary products.

(2)

Dealers and retailers from Bangkok are randomly selected.

(3)

Consumers surveys in Bangkok.

3.2.2 Secondary Data
The secondary data necessary for this study are:
(1)

Annual reports and other publications

(2)

Newspapers, magazines, journals, and books.

(3)

Official documents and reports.

3.2.3 Questionnaire
In depth interviews with company representatives, branch offices, and wholesalers
are used through the questionnaire which is constructed on the analytical frame to findout the current marketing practices in diary products in Bangkok. In case of
interviewing with retailers, dealers, and consumers, the structured questionnaire sets are
used in order to save time and set accurate results about the purchase patterns and
consumers' behaviors in these products.
Both qualitative and quantitative questionnaires are used in this research study.
These are composed of different types of questions including likert scale, multiple
choices, dichotomous, and open-ended questions. A likert scale requires a respondent to
indicate a degree of agreement or disagreement with a variety of statements related to
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the attitude object.
3.2.4 Sample Size
Sample size depends on study objectives, time available, cost and data analysis
plan. In this study, according to the study objectives and time limitation, the sample size
for each group of respondents for the interviews and survey are planned as;
for company representatives, branch offices, and wholesalers

10 samples

for dealers and retailers

100 samples

for end users (consumers)

300 samples

3.2.5 Data Collection
Both cluster sampling and convenient sampling methods are applied in this study.
Questionnaires are distributed at the morning of first day and collected at the evening of
next day. A total of 500 sets of survey questionnaires are distributed and 334 completed
sets have been returned.
Convenient sampling was used in interviewing retailers and dealers. While the
interviewer was walking around the cities and markets, all the stores and shops on the
way are interviewed. But it is not in only one location and the interviewer tried to cover
the whole area of the cities as much as possible. Total 150 sets of questionnaire are
distributed and 125 are completely answered.
In case of companies, for the marketing practices they currently applied, 15
consumer products companies, particularly emphasized in diary, are requested for
permission to interview and only 5 companies allowed the interview but other 10
companies could not share their time with the author.
For the secondary data, four government departments such as Customs
Department, Board of Investment, Agriculture Department, and Bank of Thailand for
updated current population Figure, and No. I diary factory for internal production of
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diary products, are visited and the author interviewed responsible personnel.
3 .2.6 Data Analysis
Analysis involves breaking the data down into meaningful categories and studying
differences and relationships between them. In this regard, as one of our objectives is to
find out the consumers behaviors in buying diary products, we will be analyze the
consumers' believes about the influential factors in their decision. Four groups of
influential factors; namely social, product, retailing, and promotion are going to be
analyzed in this study. The effects of these factors upon the consumers' buying decision
may differ by the type and nature of the goods and also by the socio-cultural
differences. Analyses are based on the application of S.P.S.S. and Microsoft Excel.
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IV.

4.1

SITUATION ANALYSIS OF THAILAND

Population & People
The population of Thailand is about 61.4 million and currently growing at a rate

of 1 % to 1.5% per annum (as opposed to 2.5% in 1979). Over a third of all Thais live in
urban areas. Bangkok is, by far, the largest city in the kingdom, with a population of
over six million (more than 10% of the total population).Ranking the nation's other
cities by population depends on whether you look at thetsabaan (municipal district)
limits or at meuang (metropolitan district). By the former measure, the four most
populated cities in descending order (not counting the densely populated 'suburb'
provinces of Samut Prakan and Nonthaburi, which rank second and third if considered
separately from Bangkok) are Nakhon Ratchasima (Khorat), Chiang Mai, Hat Yai and
Khon Kaen. Using the rather misleading meuang measure, the ranking runs Udon
Thani, Lopburi, Nakhon Ratchasima (Khorat) and Khon Kaen. Most of the other towns
in Thailand have populations below 100,000.
The average life expectancy in Thailand is 69 years, the highest in mainland
South-East Asia. Yet only an estimated 59% of all Thais have access to local health
services; in this the nation ranks 75th worldwide, behind even countries with lower
national incomes such as Sudan and Guateinala. There is only one doctor per 4316
people, and infant mortality figures are 26 per 1000 births (figures for neighboring
countries vary from 110 per 1000 in Cambodia to 12 in Malaysia). Thailand has a
relatively youthful population; only about 12% are older than 50 years and 6% over 65.
(Table 4.1)
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Table 4.1. Population of Thailand.

Mahidol Population Gazette
Institute for Population and Social Research,
Vol. 8 No. 2 July 1999

1.
2.

**As of July 1, 1999**
Total Population ............................................................ 61,752,000
Population by Sex
Male ................................................................... .30, 734,000

Female ............................................................... .31,018,000
3. Population in Urban Areas ........................................... 19,528,000
4. Population in Rural Areas .............................................. 42,224,000
5. Population by Region
Northern ........................................................................ 11,548,000
Northeastern .................................................................. 21,057 ,000
Southern. ........................................................................ 8, 151,000
Central (excluding Bangkok Metropolis) ..................... 13,771,000
Bangkok Metropolis ...................................................... 7,225,000
6. Population by Age Group
Children (Under 15) .................................................... 16,048,000
Labor force (15 -59) .................................................. .40,402,000
Aged (60 and Over) ..................................................... 5,302,000
Voting ages (18 and Over) ......................................... .42,256,000
School ages (6-21) ...................................................... 17,894,000
Women in Reproductive Ages (15-44) ...................... 15,956,000
7.
1.
9.
10.
11.

Crude Birth Rate (per 1,000 population) ............................ 17 .1
Crude Death Rate (per 1,000 population) ........................... 7.1
Natural Growth Rate (percent) ............................................ 1.0
Infant Mortality Rate (per 1,000 live births) .................... .24.6
Life Expectancy at Birth (years)
Male ........................................................................... 69.9
Female ........................................................................ 74.9

12. Life Expectancy at Sixty (additional years) ................. .
Male ........................................................................... 20.3
Female ........................................................................ 23.9
13. Total Fertility Rate (per woman) ..................................... 1.98
14. Contraceptive Prevalence Rate (percent) ...................... 72.2
15. Median Age [ Half of the population are younger than this age]
(years) ............... 28
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4.2

Retrospective View on Dairy Industry in Thailand

Briefly speaking, in our retrospect we will find that as to the development of diary
industry in all the three aspects from input production, transforming activity to the end
market size, Thai dairy is a highly successful story, and because of this, His Majesty the
king of Thailand has been respectfully referred as "Thai Dairy King" in the general
public's praise to his great contribution to the industrial development of Thailand.
The remarkable growth rate in its raw milk production is 14% annually during the
past ten years, which tops on the world chart according to the FAO statistics. The Thai
dairy processing market is growing at 5-10% annually even with the economic
recession in 1997. The milk consumption per capita has grown from 2 litres a year in
1984 to 18 litres a year in 1997. There have been several milestones in this exciting

history of Thai dairy industry, which will help us to better understand its today and
prospect its tomorrow.
Dairy farming in Thailand was relatively a modem development in Thailand
history. The extensive dairy farming was started 30 years ago almost from the scratch.
Before that, individual dairy farming was conducted by Indian immigrants for their own
community in Bangkok about 90 years ago. The marked date of the national dairy
farming can be traced back to the technical co-operation project between the Thai and
Danish governments initiated during His Majestry the King of Thailand's state visit to
Denmark in 1960. On the 16th January 1962, the Thai Danish Dairy Farm (TDDF) was
inaugurated and 11 years later, the farm was handed over to the full control and
operation of Thai government as a state corporation: Dairy Farm Promotion
Organization. These events are important milestones on the development of dairy
industry.
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Thai dairy processmg was also progressmg at a fast growth rate under the
attractive market condition. Given the limited history in the development of dairy
farming and dairy consumption, although Thailand has been world-widely recognized
as a major agricultural product exporter, the dairy product exporting capability was a
marked advancement on its processing capability. Right now Thailand has been actively
exporting its dairy products in radiation to its neighboring countries with condensed
milk for more than two decades and RTD milk for the past three years. This is another
milestone signifying the broadened future potential to serve or become the regional
dairy-processing hub. In recent years, the major export markets have developed into
Philippines, Singapore, Laos, Hong Kong, Taiwan, etc. Major dairy products exports or
re-exported are skimmed milk powder, full cream milk powder, condensed milk, ready
to drink milk, yogurt, butter oil, butter, and whey. In 1999 the export volume has
significantly increased by one fold compared with 1998. This might signify the
beginning of springboard effect of Thai market by further processing from partly
processed or unpacked product to value added finished product while taking the
advantage of trade privilege granted by ASEAN membership country as well as its labor
cost advantage.
Table 4.2. Thai Dairy Export Trade Statistics.

Value: Million Baht

Volume: Tons
1995

1996

1998

1997

1999

volume

value

volume

value

volume

value

volume

value

volume

Value

15,346.20

506.7

25,855.40

845.3

28, 191

834.3

26,741.40

889.4

54,017.90

1,093.90

0.6848

0.6681

0.0904

-0.013

-0.051

0.066

1.02

0.2299

growth rate
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4.3

Current Market Structure

Up to now the processed dairy products in Thai market have been fully
diversified. The main product categories range from R TD milk, yogurt, and infant
formula. The increased exposure to varieties of milk products has been one of the
factors contributing to the rapid growth of milk consumption in the local market. The
dominant product segments together with the major market brand players mark out the
general market structure of Thai dairy processing industries. (Sources: USDEC &
NMDCB)
4.3.1 RTD (Ready-To-Drink) Milk Market
The RTD milk market until last year has been expanding at the rate of 15-30%
annually since 1988. In 1999 it was only slightly lower 15% but still managed to grow
at 14.26%. Total value of milk market is about 23,790 million bahts in 1999 and
expected to be 36,200 million baht in the next three years with the growth rate
approximately 10-15% per year (by NMDCB). The liquid milk products in Thai market
are mainly grouped into pasteurized milk, UHT milk, and sterilized milk.
( 1)

Pasteurized Milk
In 1999 the total market value of pasteurized milk is about 2,526
million bahts. In volume term, it is 16% of total RTD market and grew at
11 % higher than the year before. There are about 50 local processing plants
for this product the growth rate of 15-18% per year (by NMDCB). This
market is, however, still fairly concentrated within a few big players. The
major players in this segment are: market leader CP-Meiji (48% of the
total), followed by Foremost, Chokechai, Nong Pho, DPO, and Dutch Mill
(Cheng & FitzGerald 1999).
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(2)

UHT Milk
The value of this market is about 7,748 million bahts in year 1999. In
volume terms it is almost 80% of the RTD market and it became 27%
higher than the year before. UHT milk market has a steady growth at the
average about 10-15% per year by (NMDCB). There are 13 plants
producing UHT milk now. Two of them, i.e. DPO (Dairy Farming
Promotion Organization) and TDI (Thai Dairy Industry) have just started
operating by the end of 1997. For UHT milk, the leading brand producer is
Foremost, and the rest shared mainly by DPO, Meiji, Nong Pho and Thai
Dairy Industry (Cheng & FitzGerald 1999). The market is also highly
concentrated.

(3)

Sterilized Milk Market
Sterilized milk has been in this market more than 15 years. The value
of this market in 1995 was about 600 million baht with the growth rate of
5% per year (by NMDCB). In volume terms, its production is slightly over
4% of the total RTD milk with a growth rate of 6% over the preceding year
(by NMDCD). Bear brand is the most well known brand in this market
(Cheng & FitzGerald 1999).

In summary, below is the table for the R TD market structure:
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Table 4.3. The Thai RTD Market Structure.

Product Catergory
RTD (Ready-ToDrink)

4.4

Product Group
Pasterised milk

Growth%
15-18%

Leading Brands I processors
CP-Meiji, Formost, Chokechai,
Nong Pho, DPO, Dutchmill

UHTmilk

10-15%

Foremost, DPO, Meiji, Nong
Pho, Thai Dairy Industry

Sterilised milk

5%

Bear

Trade Perspective: Impact of Crisis & Future Prospect
Based on the findings from Dollar & Hallward-Driemeier on the large sample,

quantitative Industrial survey across five industrial sectors (garments, textile, autopart,
electronic & food) in Thailand during the economy crisis in 1998 the food industry is
slightly moderate compared to the overall aspect.
As to the dairy industry, since people perceive the products as a highly nutritional
diet, the consumption is not very much affected in general, which also coincides to
explain the reason of relatively less concern on demand decline in the food industry.
Therefore, "even though Thailand is now in economic downturn, food and drink sectors
are still growing. New dairy consumer products, especially yogurt and ice cream are
introduced to the market all the time. Thai manufacturers believe that dairy industry in
Thailand still grows more than 10% per year," (Cheng & FitzGerald 1997) It is
forecasted by the Thai milk board, NMDCB that the Thai dairy market is now growing
5-10% annually, even with the current economic recession. This is the most pessimistic
forecast on dairy market ever comes across on NMDCB's official brochure. The
projection made by various available sources in different product segments is
summarized in the following table:
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Table 4.4. Projection on Dairy Market Growth.

Category
Sub-group
Growth rate

UHT
10-15%

RTD
I Pasteurized
I Sterilized
I 15-18%
I 5%

I General
I 10-15%

The still growing industry in recession will have better chance to weather through
the macro-economy slow down and holds promise to recover its previous momentum as
the economic situation picks up. We can conclude that from the industrial users side
there is not much substantial reduction, their demand still keeps increasing and the
difference is that right now it is not increasing as greatly as before.

4.5

American Share in Thai's Dairy Import
Driven by the demand, the trade of imported dairy products has developed over

the time. The historical height occurred in year 1997 specific to the skimmed milk
powder importation both in terms of trading volume and value. In 1998 there is
downturn in the trade with volume hitting the historical low, which can be possibly
explained by the research finding that the industrial capacity was actually slowed down
before the real crisis in July 1999 (Dollar & Halllward-Driemeier). However the crisis
year 1999 the trade has picked up again with volume and value increase synchronically.
This year, year 2000, the trade quota issued by the Thai government is again above the
level of the previous year, which signifies the demand for this trade is still growing and
not deadly coming to a sudden halt. Hence, the general trade prospect still keeps
prom1smg.
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Table 4.5. Trade Statistic on Thai SMP Importation.

1996
1997
1998
1999

Quantity (tons)
71,749.23
79,919.11
67,174.08
70,990.43

% change

11.39
-15.95
5.68

Value (mn baht)
2,913.89
4,123.19
3,895.20
4,029.92

% change

41.50
-5.53
3.46

The maJor players in this market now are leaded by Australia, followed by
Poland, Czech-Slovak and New Zealand. The US has stepped into no. 5 important
trading country in 1999. The market leader, Australia, is five times larger than US's
share in 1999, and even the preceding player to US, New Zealand is three times larger
in value and about twice a large as US in volume. The other two Eastern European
competitors are also currently several times larger than US's share, especially Poland,
the no. 2 in this market now, has remarkably sustained its development with almost a
liner growth, experiencing no downturn on its penetration in the past few years. In 1999,
the market share of Australia has been declined by 10.5% in volume and 13.2% in value
and this is the only country among the top five experienced sever trade reduction in the
year of recession setting in.
As to the trade prospect of US exporting opportunity, the market share of US in
the total trade has been steadily increased, and in terms of growth rate it has achieved
the most remarkable increase among the all six leading exporting countries. Like the
general trade, development, the US trade has been discouraged a little bit in 1998 after a
historic trade record marked in 1997 due to the unrealistic exchange rate, which might
have made it too costly to US exporters, and interestingly, US has been the only country
among the top five to experience this downturn in 1998.
Fortunately, the US spearheaded into the Thai market a year later, even right in
the shadow of currency crisis when the exchange rate has been adjusted, and thus the
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concern of uncompetitive US import price is expected to sound prevailing in the market.
However, as to the exchange rate effect on trade, there have been several empirical
researches which conclude that the exchange rate variable was not significant as
expected (Batten and Belongia 1984). One recent research study conducted on USMexico trade also concluded that exchange rate was not as significant in the flow of
trade as originally hypothesized, while on the same time income variable, trade
liberalization as well as the trade assistant granted by US is significantly positively
correlated with trade performance (Santillan, etc., 1999). The trade history of US dairy
export to Thailand is of no exception to those observations. Weathering through the
hardship of last year, the US exporters can be reasonably confident with the further
penetration into the Thai market.

Table 4.6. Change of Market Share in the Leading Exporting Countries to Thai Dairy
Market.
No.

Leading
Countries

1997

1996
Qty.

Value

Qty.

% chg

1998

Value

% chg

Qty.

% chg

1999

Value

% chg

Qty.

% chg

Value

% chg

1

Australia

27.7

30.3

25.1

-9.6

27.2

-10.5

33.5

33.5

35.14

29.4

30

-10.5

30.5

-13.2

2

Poland

8.97

7.31

14.2

58.7

10.6

45.02

17.4

22.4

16.6

56.5

19.2

10.3

18.7

12.58

3

Czech-Slovak

29.5

29

1.38

-95

1.39

-95.2

12.8

827

12.53

802

14.1

10.9

13.8

10.4

4

New Zealand

10.7

11

6.41

-40

6.28

-43

10.4

62.9

9.886

57.5

13.9

33.2

14.5

46.33

5

U.S

0.31

0.27

6.32

1917

5.76

2009

3.81

-39.7

3.495

-39.3

6.32

65.8

5.94

70.12

6

Germany

4.45

4.69

7.24

626

7.85

67.26

3.58

-50.6

3.751

-52.2

3.06

-14.6

2.89

-23

l'lote: ~ty - ~uantlty; % chg.~% or change; both quantity and value here are reternng to the mark1et
shares(%). Exporting countries are ranked as the trade performance in 1999.
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V.

MAPPING THE REGULATORY STRUCTURE

The import trading of dairy inputs is of direct concern of three policy- making &
controlling government sectors in respect to agriculture, commerce, and public
health. Therefore, the regulatory structure starting at ministry level will arise from
Ministry of Agriculture & Co-operatives (MOA & C), Ministry of Commerce (MOC),
and Ministry of Public Health (MOPH). In addition to these regulatory muscles, the
most important government regulatory policy over this specific category of importing
dairy inputs is the quota system. The functions of many government agencies must be
executed through the running of quota system. Beneath the ministry level there are
several working agencies directly regulating the dairy imports. Besides, one ministerchaired private & public joint institution: National Drinking Milk Campaign Board,
under the National Youth Committee, attached to the Prime Minister's Office is exerting
indirect regulatory influence on this trading, whose role and involvement will also be
studied here.
The study here on government trade intervention is mainly conducted on the
interview summaries of the government officials and some of the statement may be only
of personal opinion. The following is a summarized table briefing the related
government agencies and their roles in managing and controlling the quota system.
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Table 5.1. Summary of Government Agencies & Respective Roles.

Ministry

Agencies

Ministry of Agriculture &
Co-operatives (MOA & C)

Committee ofNational
Policy & Dept. of
Livestock (CNPDL)

Quantifier of Quota

Ministry of Agriculture &
Co-operatives (MOA & C)

Dept. of Livestock
Development (DLD)

Secretary of CNPDL

Ministry of Agriculture &
Co-operatives (MOA & C)

Dept. Co-operatives
Promotion (DCP)

Issuer of certificate on quantity of domestic
raw milk intake, approver of certain import
permit (for out-of-quota case)

Ministry of Agriculture &
Co-operatives (MOA & C)

Dairy Farming
Promotion
Organisation (DPO)

Issuer of certificate on quantity of domestic
raw milk intake, approver of certain import
permit (for out-of-quota case)

Ministry of Commerce
(MOC)

Division of Commodity
1 (Agriculture), Dept.
of Foreign Trade (DFT)

Issuer of quota for import certificate
participator ofCNPDL (our of three
parties)

Ministry of Commerce
(MOC)

Dept. ofBusiness
Economics (DBE)

Thai WTO trade negotiator, formulator of
commitment

Ministry of Public Health
(MOPH)

Food Control Division,
Food & Drug
Administration (FDA)

Approver & issuer of import permits
license

National Youth
Committee, & Prime
Minister's Office

National Milk Drinking
Campaign Board
(NMDCB)

Promoter of domestic consumption,
promoter of domestic production

5.1

Functions

Government Authorities Under I Connected to Ministry of Agriculture &
Co- operatives
The import of dairy material from abroad will have direct impact on the interests

of domestic dairy farming. Based on this concern, Ministry Of Agriculture & Cooperatives is having an intensive involvement with the formulation of trade regulation.
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5.1.1 Committee ofNational Policy & Department of Livestock (CNPDL): Quantifier
of Quota

This special committee is set up specifically for the purpose of deciding the total
amount of quota needed in a particular fixed session (for six months) and quantifying
the quota among four groups of users and allocating into individual producers. The
decision made on quantitative issue of quota will later be passed to Dept. of Foreign
Trade to make an official announcement.
The composition of this committee 1s quite comprehensive, involving both
government sectors (Ministry of Agriculture & Co-operatives, Dept. of Foreign Trade)
and private sectors (some of the companies concerned with the trade).
The general rule for quota allocation is based on the previous production record,
and the amount of the raw milk the producers buy locally. The more consumption of
local raw milk the producer made, the larger amount of quota the producer is going to
be granted. This provides a beneficial cycle to the protection of local dairy farmers as
well as the interests of industrial enterprises.
5.1.2 Department of Livestock Development: Secretary of CNPDL

From the perspective of regulating the dairy imports, Dept. of Livestock is
actually the acting secretarial body of the special committee mentioned above. It will
be mainly responsible for contacting and co-ordinating with different sectors,
organizing the meeting, keeping record, summarizing &

reporting the committee

decisions made, and serving at the front \ with the individual business entities which
make their name more well known to the industrial buyers than the actual decision
making mechanism of CNPDL.
A majority part of its routine operation is to formulate, monitor and approve the
policy made in dairy development, specifically taking part in the new areas of
development emphasizing on raw milk production rather than the marketing.
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5 .1.3 Dept. Co-operatives

Promotion

(DCP)

&

Dairy

Farming

Promotion

Organisation (DPO): Issuer of Certificate on Quantity of Domestic Raw Milk
Intake, Approver of Certain Import Permit (for Out-of-Quota Case)
These two government agencies will execute their regulatory power over the dairy
import only at the following occasions and in the way of certificate issuer and import
permit approver:
Occasion 1: when producers import SMP imported from non-WTO countries)
which is only eligible to the two neighboring countries: Laos and Cambodia, ready to
drink milk producers will have further quantity restriction: 20: 1 (domestic: import) and
plus they have to ask either DPO or DCP for certificate on their domestic raw milk
intake, and for producers in other processed food product categories, they don't have
quantitative restriction but they still have to get approval from either DPO or DCP.
Occasion 2: when producers import from non-WTO countries (except for Laos
and Cambodia in this case), all producers need to get approval letter from either of the
two government regulators: DPO or DCP.
DCP and DPO are among the few government authorities responsible for dairy
development policy like previously mentioned DLD. DCP's policy emphasis is to
encourage farmers to diversify into collecting and processing using co-operatives
principle, while DPO' s emphasis is on setting up full- scale basis dairy business.
5.2

Under Ministry of Commerce

5.2.1 Division of Commodity I (Agriculture), Dept. of Foreign Trade: Issuer of Quota
for Import Certificate, Participator of CNPDL (One Out of Three Parties)
The major role of the DFT involvement in this trade regulatory is to issue quota
list as the sole official channel and final announcement speaker. Although the DFT
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takes part in the discussion in the special committee for quota allocation, their role is
submissive and most of the time they will just be a listener rather than a debater.
5.2.2 Dept. of Business Economics: WTO Trade Negotiator, Formulator of Thai WTO
Commitment
This department will be responsible for trade negotiation with WTO, and from
their negotiation, the Thai commitment to WTO will be formulated. At the same time
they will also have the right to monitor real practice in observation of WTO
commitment made by other member countries. The last commitment Thai made to
WTO was about three years ago, in 1996. The termination for that commitment is in
2005. Right now Thai has started the negotiation with WTO on the continuity of dairy
quota in next round and the negotiation is going to bear results next year.
5.3

Under Ministry of Public Health

5.3.1 Food Control Division, Food & Drug Administration: Approver & Issuer of
Import Permit License
The dairy product importers are required to submit application for import permit.
The PDA is authorized to make an inspection and testing on the specific speck and
sample. After meeting the food standards, specification, hygienic requirements, they
will rectify approve the application and issue the import permit licenses for the import.
It will usually take about three months to get through the procedure.

5.4

National

Milk

Drinking

Campaign

Board:

Promoter

of

Domestic

Consumption, Promoter of Domestic Production
This board chaired by one minister came into being when oversupply problem
caused by scarce domestic

consumption was

intensified by

dairy

farmers'

demonstration in Bangkok. In the initial stage the primary task of this board is to create
a consumer market by milk drinking campaign. The campaign was successfully carried
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out by government budget-supported free school milk program. During the years the
local consumer demand for dairy food has shoot up. Right now the campaign board
intends to shift their "pull" strategy into a "push & pull" strategy by initiating supportive
program on dairy farmers to increase their productivity so as to solve the current
negative supply'/demand balance. In this direction the government intends to improve
self-sufficiency in the Thai dairy production.
5.5

About Quota and Tariff

Quota commitment has two levies: volume terms and tariffs terms (including inquota tariff and out-quota tariff), and although the two levies are working in different
ways, the ultimate goal is to make Thailand more open and freer to the world trade. The
volume commitment is the bottom line for Thailand to buy at least as much as the
committed volume from the foreign trade, and this bottom line will keep going up over
the years committed. The tariff commitment is the ceiling for Thailand to tax on this
trade as protection, and the ceiling will keep going down over the years Thailand
committed to WTO. In reality, the Thai government has observed their commitment to
WTO. In volume terms, the Thai government has issued quota in much larger amount
than it committed, and in tariff term the real tariff the Thai government took has been
equal to the ceiling. The real import volume on dairy product is always within the quota
issued by the government, which means out of quota importation has hardly happened
in Thailand. Besides the quota on dairy input- category is mainly effective to three
products: SMP in very large quantity, and raw milk and ready to drink milk in relatively
smaller quantity.
The eligible supplying countries to quota are all the WTO members. Besides Thai
can buy from Laos and Cambodia, which is the special commitment from Thailand to
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help its neighboring countries to develop. The trading terms with them are more
restrictive in SMP quota.
The users of quota are required to have import certificate issued by Dept. of
Foreign Trade (DFT). The SMP users are grouped into four sectors: -manufacturers of
ready-to-drink milk; manufacturers of condensed milk, manufacturers utilizing SMP as
an input for its production and trading companies/agencies.
5.6

Government Concern on the Prospect of Trade Development in Long Term

There are several interests group included in the govenunent concern: dairy
farmer, local consumer (esp. children), and industrial manufacturers.
Farmers: The govenunent is mainly concerned about the interest of Thai farmers
who raise the cows. They have very low income and are very poor. They cannot sell
their product at a very competitive price. The regulation on this trade is to make sure
that the importation will not affect domestic farmers very much. At the same time the
dairy farmers are relatively richer and there has been less social problem in the dairy
farming area. Promoting dairy farming can help creating jobs for newly college
graduates and the unemployed, and in the future when the local production is fully
developed, Thailand may not need to import from the foreign countries. Nevertheless,
this is the direction the government is trying to achieve, but with regards to its climate,
this objective is-hardly attainable in near future.
Consumers: Dairy consumption is good to build up the national physical health.
Especially to children the government thinks that it is a good investment on children to
let them grow higher and healthier by drinking milk daily. In this sense, the increased
production on processed dairy food due to its tropical climate is expected from the
government to let Thai people become physically stronger.
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Manufacturers: If supplied locally right now, the dairy food processing production
will not be not cost -efficient and the manufacturers will be hurt. The domestic supply is
costing more than the international supply now. If forced to use local supply now,
besides the likelihood of the domestic supply capacity, the local processing industry will
be loaded with more cost.
However, under the economic recession, the government has started reflecting on
its past policy. There has been some attempt from the government side to promote the
self- efficiency. One of the frequent attack on NMDCB's ( National Drinking Milk
Campaign Board) milk drinking promotion campaign has centered on the fault of
creating a consumer demand as well as industrial demand expending too much of the
country' foreign reserve. To adjust itself, NDMCB have started to launch another two
projects: (1) His Majesty's
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Birthday Commemoration, Udom Thani (2) NMDCB's

Dairy Development Volunteer Project to try to setting up a model of dairy settlement
based on His Majesty's " new theory" emphasizing on self-efficiency, efficiency, and
better utilization of resources. The purpose of this attempt is to increase raw milk
productivity, be less dependent on import, save foreign exchange and create jobs.
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However, the common sentiment right now is still positive about this trade
prospect since the price in the international market is much lower than the domestic
products, and the gain from the trade on its consumers and manufactures are obvious.
Besides, the physical constraint from the climate factor makes it technically difficult to
increase the yield of the cow so as to increase the total productivity.
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VI.

ANALYSIS ON SURVEY DATA

The macro business environment, marketing practices of the existing local
companies and the analyses on retailer survey have been described in previous chapters.
This chapter will discuss the consumers and retailers survey results. All 163 sets of
complete questionnaires were answered by consumers and 48 by retailers in the
Bangkok area. The results are discussed in two parts: purchasing patterns and the
analysis on attributes influencing in consumers' buying decision of RTD (Ready-toDrink) milk.
6.1

Purchasing Patterns

6.1.1 Purchasing Frequency
25.7% of consumers have bought their RTD milk once per week where as about
19.6% of respondents have purchased 2-3 times per month or not frequently. 18.4%
have purchased once every 2-3 days and 11 % have purchased once per month. Only
5. 7% of the respondents have purchased everyday (Figure 6.1 ).

Consumer Purchasing Frequency

30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
Everyday Once every Once per
2-3 days
week

2-3 times
per month

Once per
month

Not
rrequently

Figure 6.1. Consumer Purchasing Frequency.
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6.1.2 Shopping Decision and Location
Most of the consumers make the purchase of RTD milk in their routine shopping
at nearby convenience stores such as 7-Eleven or ampm (Figure 6.3). The second place
that consumers usually purchase is Supermarket such as Tops or Foodland. The third
place is Superstores such as Macro or Lotus. The last place is market shops which rarely
sell milk products in the shop because price is higher and freshness of the milk is
concerned.
The retailers buy their goods from the wholesalers stores from the markets who
are the dealers or sub-dealers of the local companies. Most of the dealers make their
order by phone and some order when the sales promoters visit their store. On the other
hand, the wholesalers and sub-dealers order the goods from the main dealer or the
factory themselves by phone.
By reviewing this point, it is seen that the channel from wholesalers to retailers to
consumers is the most important alternative in distribution of products. If the company
can assign their dealers in every district, the length of channel can be shorter and
company can send their products to end users faster with lower price. This point should
be considered for marketing planning.
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Figure 6.2. Consumer's Shopping Decision.

Shopping Location of Consumers
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Figure 6.3. Consumer's Shopping Location.

6.2

Attributes Influencing Consumers' Buying Decisions
As the consumers' want and needs are vital to the companies' marketing strategy,

consumers are asked to rank the attributes, influencing their buying decision of RTD
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milk, in order of importance. Retailers also are asked with similar attributes which are
influencing their customers' buying decision in these products. The reason for asking
these questions to retailers is to check the consumers' responses as a counter. Nineteen
attributes are asked in consumers' questionnaire and twelve in retailers.
Among the attributes, the consumers presume quality, flavor, and advertising of
products as the most important attributes in their buying decision. They also comment
other five attributes namely, easy availability, shelf location, cheaper price, salesperson's deal and in-store advertising as the important attributes in their decision. Shelf
space, incentive schemes, prestige, availability of different sizes, family influences and
good brand image are thought as normal (neutral) in buying decision of RTD milk. Rest
of five attributes: Availability of variety, attractive packaging and color of the package,
friends' influences and fashion are the attributes which the respondents do not consider
as important in their decision.

Table 6.1. Rank of Attributes by Consumers.
Attributes

Quality I ingredients
Flavor
Advertising
Easy availability
Shelf location
Cheaper Price
Sales persons
In-store advertising
Shelf space
Incentives
Prestige
Availability of many size
Family
Brand image
Availability of Variety
Attractive Packaging
Color of Package
Friends
Fashion

Average Attitude
Scores (RTD milk)
4.57
4.44
4.21
3.97
3.95
3.89
3.76
3.69
3.40
3.30
3.29
3.28
3.20
3.10
3.07
3.02
3.02
2.46
2.14
65

Rank
Most important
--ditto---ditto-Important
--ditto---ditto---ditto---ditto-Neutral
--ditto---ditto---ditto---ditto---ditto-Not important
--ditto---ditto---ditto---ditto--

In the case of retailers, Brand image, Quality, Flavor, and Advertising of the
products are the most important attributes for their customers' buying decision. Price,
Easy availability, In-Store advertising and Availability of variety are important in their
customers' buying decision. Their customers presume shelf display, size variety and
promotion (incentives) as normal (neutral) in their buying decision.

Table 6.2.

Rank of Attributes by Retailers.

Attributes
Quality I ingredients
Brand image
Flavor
TV/ Radio Commercial
Price
Easy availability
Newspaper/ Magazines
In-store advertising
Availability of Variety
Shelf display
Availability of many size
Incentives

Average Attitude
Scores (RTD milk)
4.36
4.41

4.09
4.09
3.95
3.74
3.67
3.69
3.57
3.49
3.46
3.06

Rank
Most important
--ditto---ditto---ditto-Important
--ditto---ditto---ditto-Neutral
--ditto---ditto---ditto--

6.2.1 Quality
More than 90% of consumers agree that quality is the important attribute in their
buying decision of RTD milk. It is confirmed by the retailers' comments (Figure 6.6).
Therefore, it is clear that Thai people give highest priority to quality of the goods. There
are differences in attitudes on quality attribute between the respondents of low
education background and university students & graduate (Appendix B). It means the
higher the education level, the more they concentrate in this attribute. There is also
difference in attitudes between high and low income people (Appendix B). The more
they earn, the more they emphasize in quality of the products. This is normal for human
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being, and we can see this kind of situation in every country.
Although the people who have low income and lower education background want
to use quality products, they cannot do that because of their buying power, they can
afford the economy brands. However, income of Thai families are gradually increasing,
the demand for products of good image in quality are remarkably increased. Therefore if
a company wants to target its products to a group of customers, the quality of the
company products should be high enough to give the maximum satisfaction of the
targeted group.

------

-----

- - - -

---

Consumers' Attitude on Quality Attribute
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Figure 6.4. Consumers' Attitude on Quality Attributes.
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Retailers Attitudes on Quality Attribute
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Figure 6.5. Retailers' Attitude on Quality Attributes.

6.2.2 Flavor
Both retailers' and consumers' comment on the attribute "Flavor" as the same
direction is very important for consumers' buying decision of the RTD milk (Figure
6.8). They emphasize more in flavor of the products than in price of the products. Thai
people are conscious about the flavor of the milk. Many of the Thai are afraid of the
milk smell. Some Thais are afraid of the smell of the milk when it is too concentrated.
For example, some Thai people prefer to drink flavored milk because they can not take
the real natural milk. The other perception is the suitable flavor in the market. For
example, Thai people might like fruit flavor, therefore, cantaloupe flavored milk might
be suitable in the Thai market.
The perceptions on flavor do not depend on the demographic differentiation of the
respondents. All groups of people have the same attitudes in this attribute.
If

th~

company wants to enter Thai market with RTD milk, the flavor of its
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products should be in accordance with the above mentioned factors, otherwise it may be
hard to achieve the reasonable market share for the company.
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Figure 6.6. Consumers' Attitude on Flavor.
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Figure 6.7. Retailers' Attitude on Flavor.
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6.2.3 Brand Image
Regarding "good brand image", most consumers do not want to say it is important
or not important in their decision of buying the products. Since they comment the
attributes regarding prestige, fashion, and friends' influences as unimportant ones, they
may want to confirm their attitudes by giving negative response in this attribute. In
practice, people choose the brand which they are already familiar with. It seems that
they have some knowledge about the brands which they choose (Figure 6.8).
When we analyze the retailers response, they presume this attribute as very
important. They comment that their customers mostly buy the popular brands.
Regarding the frequency of buying a brand currently used, about 85% of respondents
answered that they buy the brand that they know the best each time when they buy RTD
milk.
By judging all these points, it can be implied that the attribute for good brand
image of the product is very important for Thai consumers.
Difference in education level, occupation, and income have impact on the
attitudes of consumers in their decision mind. The people having low education
background are less emphasized on brand image of goods compared to other groups.
Thus this attribute should be emphasized in the marketing strategy of the company
which intended to expand their business in Thailand. The marketers can create and
maintain the good image of their products by positioning of products to potential
customers and trying to improve the quality of the products regularly in accordance with
the changing nature of the market.
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Consumers' Attitudes on Brand Image
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Figure 6.8. Consumers' Attitude on Brand Image.
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Figure 6.9. Retailers' Attitude on Brand Image.
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6.2.4 Price
About two thirds of consumers presume that "price" is an important attribute in
their buying decision of RTD milk. Retailers also comment that their customers
consider the price of the products while they are buying those products (Figure 6.12).
However, it does not mean Thai market always demand the cheaper priced
products. What they say about the price is that it should be reasonable according to the
product's quality. They always make comparison between the quality and price. If the
quality of the product is good enough to pay more money, they do not hesitate to buy
the products.
The decision on price of the goods also depends on the income of the customers.
Bangkok is divided between the rich and the poor. Although the rich are not sensitive
about the price and only emphasize on the quality, majority are the poor who have low
income and they can not buy luxury (high price) products. But as their incomes are
increasing gradually and they can start enjoying the expensive brands. As mentioned in
quality, because of increasing income, this attribute may become faint and people would
emphasize only on the quality.
Since there are groups of people having different buying power, the company
should not sell only the high-price high quality. They should produce the economy
brands too. In this way the company can achieve more market share.
The attitudes on price of the products among the different groups of people are not
significantly different. Only the office staffs, because of fixed earning and low income,
take this into their account when making buying decision.
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Consumers' Attitude on Price
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Figure 6.10. Consumers' Attitude on Price.
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Figure 6.11. Retailers' Attitude on Price

6.2.5 Advertising
Both two groups of respondents presume that advertising is a very important
attribute in their buying decision process. Because of advertising, people can be aware
of the brands and they want to test the new taste. If they are satisfied with the brand in
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testing, they will take into consideration that brand in their next purchase.
Consumers preferences regarding advertising alternatives are mostly TV
commercials and followed by billboards, in-store advertising and newspapers and
magazines. In the case of retailer, according to their experiences, TV commercial is the
most effective alternative in conveying the intended message to the consumers and it is
followed by billboards and newspapers/magazines and in-store Advertising (Figure
6.14).
In Thailand, because of strong distribution system of newspapers, people can
enjoy reading the newspapers regularly. However, majority of the people read political
news and social news but seldom look into advertising in the newspaper. In the case of
billboards, since they are fixed in only one place, only people who pass in front of those
boards can enjoy the advertisements and therefore, these two alternatives can not be
effective compared to TV and in-store advertising. Although the cost of advertising in
TV is very high, the company should advertise their products in TV regularly, because
only it can effectively convey the message to the whole country at the same time.
In the case of in-store advertisements, it lies at the third position in consumers'
preference in advertising alternatives and fifth position in retailers' ranking. However,
having experience of running the business in a small space for a long time, half of the
retailers consider this attribute can not effect the customers' decision in buying RTD
milk. Regarding consumers view, the respondents from the big cities like Bangkok,
consider this attribute as an important one which stimulates them to buy the products.
Nowadays, in Thailand, only in-store posters and banners are being used as point of sale
advertising materials. However, only small convenience stores have the banners where
as superstore do not put banners.
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Regarding this attribute, the companies should print banners and posters and try to
distribute to as many shops as possible. Other POP advertising materials should also be
created in order to attract the consumers. For example, giving the counters which are
painted with company's products or hanging the small sign boards and company logo
inside the stores, or the stickers such as "Have you drink milk today?" for example to
remind consumers of their milk product before leaving the store.

Consumers' Attitudes on Advertising
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Figure 6.12. Consumers' Attitude on Advertising.
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Retailers' Attitudes on Advertisin
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Figure 6.13. Retailers' Attitude on Advertising.
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Figure 6.14. Consumers Preference on Advertising Alternatives.
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Figure 6.15. Retailers' Attitude on Different Types of Advertising.

6.2.6 Availability of Products
Easy availability of the products means the consumers' intended brands should be
available in every place. More than 70% of retailers and consumers each comment that
"this attribute is also important in their decision" (Figure 6.16).
Some people with low-income have low brand loyalty and are emergency buyers,
they are not willing to search a particular brand from store to store. They will buy only
the brand which is available in a store nearby their home. However, for the case of
upper class people, they are always conscious about the brands, they can afford to
search their preferred brand from store to store.
Easy availability of products is related to distribution and logistic system of the
company. If the company can arrange their products to be available even in remote
areas, sales of the company products will be increased, it is undeniable. This can be
accomplished by two ways, one is assigning dealers in every district headquarters and
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another is establishing the company's sales force to distribute the products to the
retailers directly. However, this option is costly and companies cannot establish sales
force unless they grasp the market share at maximum acceptable level.
Next important thing regarding this attribute is company should maintain the
inventory of products to avoid the problem of stocking out and freshness. The out skirt
logistic is also important in this regard.
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Figure 6.16. Consumers' Attitude on Easy Availability.
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Retailers' Attitudes on Easy Availability
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Figure 6.17. Retailers' Attitude on Easy Availability.

6.2.7 ShelfLocation
More than two thirds of the consumers consider this attribute as an important one
in their buying decision (Figure 6.18). This variable is important for the people who do
not have preference in any brand. Those people mostly do not choose the brands
intensively and they pick up or ask the sales people to give one which is in front of their
eyes. Since the stores in Thailand do not have enough floor space and are crowded with
a lot of goods, the storeowners cannot display the goods to attract the customers. They
put all kinds of diary product on one shelf or freezer.
If the company can convince the stores to display the company's products at the

place where those can be seen easily by the customers entering the store, the customers
can see its brand easily and the demand of the products can be increased. However, the
company has to spend money or other incentives to the storeowners in order to get the
shelf at the store always.
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Consumers' Attitudes on Shelf Location
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Figure 6.18. Consumers' Attitude on Shelf Location.

Retailers' Attitudes on Shelf Location
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Figure 6.19. Retailers' Attitude on Shelf Location.

6.2.8 Sales People at the Retail Outlet
According to consumers responds, shown in Appendix VIII, this attribute also is
important in their buying decision. This attribute is related with above attribute (shelf
location) because, these two are under the management of the storeowners. The sales
people can convince the people who do not have a particular preference in a brand.
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Some consumers take the advise of sales persons in their brand selection of RTD milk if
they have particular preferences.
In this regard, companies can approach the storeowners, (or) store keepers by
giving attractive profit margin or incentives to persuade the consumers to buy its
product. If the storeowners receive the attractive profit or incentives, they will try to
convince the customers to buy the company's product.
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Figure 6.20. Consumers' Attitude on Sales Persons at Retail Outlets.

6.2.9 Incentives
Although both of the respondents, consumers and retailers, comment this attribute
as an unimportant one, it is popular in Thai market. If a company offers incentive
schemes, people are interested in those schemes and they want to buy the products in
the sake of good luck. Most consumer product companies are offering incentives.
The retailers mostly receive sales discounts, gifts, free samples and credit sales
usually from the wholesalers when they buy the goods. However, they prefer sales
discounts most. Some prefer free samples and marketing aids. The retailers also give
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some incentives to their customers by reducing as much as they can, giving free samples
which they have got from the wholesalers. Some retailers can offer only the politeness
to their customers because they did not get any incentives when they buy the goods
(Figure 6.21).
Regarding consumers answers, they prefer price reducing as an incentive most
and some request free samples for the trial of new products. Since most respondents,
both consumers and retailers, expect reducing prices as an incentive from the company,
if the company can afford to reduce the price of the goods, it will be the best one to
serve all retailers and consumers.

Conurers' Attitudes on Incentives
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Figure 6.21. Consumers' Attitude on Incentives.
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Figure 6.22. Comparison of Incentives Being Received and Expected by Retailers.
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Figure 6.23. Consumers' Preferences in Incentives.
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Figure 6.24. Incentives Offered by Retailers.

6.2.10 Availability of Many Sizes and Variety
People in Thailand think that producing many sizes and variety are the deception
of the companies. This is because of faint product knowledge among Thai people
(Figure 6.24). People who know the effects of variation of products (e.g. different color
of packaging in milk box is intended for different types of ingredients) agree on the
importance of varieties and people who do not know the effects of varieties would
answer it is not important or less important variable. Most people do not select RTD
milk by examining the color or variations of ingredients contained in them and when
they buy the products, they take the one which sales persons give them or is on the self.
Educated people considered this variable as more important in their buying decision
than uneducated people.
The company can give the product knowledge by printing pamphlets describing
details about the products and company history and distributes to the retail stores and
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markets, sponsonng semmars and workshop meeting in order to promote the brand
awareness and loyalty. These activities have not yet been started by many companies.
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Figure 6.25. Consumers' Attitudes on Availability of Different Volumes.
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Figure 6.26. Retailers' Ratings on Availability of Different Volumes.
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Figure 6.27. Consumers' Attitudes on Availability of Many Flavors.
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Figure 6.28. Retailers Attituded on Availability of Many Flavors.
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6.2.11 Other Attributes
The respondents consider other attributes as a neutral or unimportant attributes in
their buying decision of RTD milk. Both groups have the same opinions in these
respects. These attributes are also not contributed in marketing planning of a company.
These attributes are such as prestige and fashion.

- - · - - - - - - -
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Figure 6.29. Rating in Family Attribute by Consumers.
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Figure 6.30. Friends as an Attribute for Buying Decision for Consumers.
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Figure 6.31. Prestige Attribute in Buying Decision for Consumers.
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Figure 6.32. Consumers' Attitudes on Fashion Attribute.
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Figure 6.33. Consumers' Attitudes on Shelf-space.
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Retailers' Attitudes on Shelf Display
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Figure 6.34. Retailers' Attitudes on Shelf Display.
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Figure 6.35. Consumers Attitude on Color of the Package.
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Consumers' Attitudes on Attractrive Packaging
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Figure 6.36. Consumers Attitude on Attractive Packaging.
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VII.

7.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

7 .1.1 Environmental Opportunities and Treats for Investing in Thailand
Environmental Opportunities:
()}-- Thailand is a good country market to trade with neighboring countries such
as India, Bangladesh, China, Laos and Burma.
(~....--

It has big Population to be target customer: 61.4 million with growth rate of

1.5% per annum.
(3)

For exporters and importers, Commercial Tax Law appears to be favorable
via official exchange rate.

(4)

New economic policy: Export Protected Zone (EPZ), favoring foreign
companies to invest or trade with Thailand.
/....---

(>) The Thai government has programs to encourage young students to drink
milk in schools.
(6)

Legal border trades with neighboring countries are attractive to the
international marketing firms to expend their market via Thailand
distribution channel in terms of trading or producing in the country with low
transportation cost.

(7}

The potential market size for RTD milk for Thailand market is fairly large
enough to establish the manufacturing plants in Thailand.

There is also

possibility of exporting from Thailand to neighboring countries such as
China, Laos, Bangladesh, and India.
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(§)-- Few players in Thailand to produce or trade consumers goods especially
R TD milk. Entering the market early at the front fort of the others in the
market is a good opportunity for the company to mature fast.
Environmental Treats:
(1)

The infrastructure in the outskirt ofBangkok is still weak.

(2)

Thai people still do not have the habit of drinking milk.

(3)

Both political and economic instability hinder foreign companies to invest
in or trade with Thailand especially for large scale industries. There are
changes of rules and regulations, high inflation rate, big gap between
official and market exchange rates, no action of government to solve this
problem.

(4)

Weakness in flexibility to satisfy the need of foreign investors (Rules and
regulation do not give enough incentive to foreign investors).

(5)

Weak infrastructure and communication that disappoint foreign firms.

(6)

Insufficient energy supply increases transportation costs and thus, the price
of the goods is higher.

(7)

Frequent changes in policies of export and import, both in normal and
border trade, restrictions are kinds of commodities, giving priority to certain
commodities which can hinder the flow ofimported products.

(8)

High fluctuation of exchange rate has forced the companies to adjust the
price frequently resulting in the instability of price of goods.

7.2

Recommendations for RTD Milk Distributors

By adjusting the attitudes of consumers and retailers analysed in previous chapter,
the attributes mostly influencing the consumers' buying decision of RTD milk are
Quality, Flavor, Good brand image, Advertising enforecement, Easy availability, Shelf
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location, Cheaper price, and Sales-persons' deals with the customers. According to local
situations creating incentive schemes can also attract the buyers to buy the products
early.
Among the attributes express above, Quality, Flavor, Good brand image, and
Advertising enforcement are the most important attributes for Thai consumers' buying
decision.

.

If the products of company, entering the Thai market is as,sociated with the quality
·'

0. -~

':_j:,

<

I

•

j

and flavor preferred by the Thai people, and -if the company can conduct an intensive
advertising campaign, the good image of the products can exist within the memory of
the people.
Regarding quality, Thai people do not have enough knowledge about the
ingredients of the milk. They simply assume a particular RTD milk has a good quality if
the product is advertised.
Easy availability, shelf location, cheaper price and sales persons deals are also
important attributes in Thai people's buying decision of RTD milk.
The company should manage the inventory of its products to prevent the problem
of expiring date and stock out. In order to shorten the distribution channel, the company
should set up a sales force including sales people and network assigned to the major
streets in Bangkok.
Regarding cheaper price, at present, majority of people in Thailand earn low
income and they cannot enjoy expensive brands. However, having positive GDP growth
rate of the country shows the income of people is increasing gradually and the demand
for quality products will also be increasing soon.
Regarding shelf location and sales persons' deals, the company can negotiate with
the store-owners to shelf its products at the most suitable location which can be seen
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easily by the shoppers. If the sales persons from the stores can persuade their customers
to buy the company's products, the demand of the products can be considerably
increased.
Although they comment the attribute regarding incentive schemes of the
companies as "neutral" or "normal", this attribute is popular in Thailand at present. If
Lucky draw coupons are inserted in the package, people want to buy those products to
test their luck. Price reduction and giving free samples are the alternatives they expect
most.~·

Because of having lower knowledge about the products, Thai people have low
consciousness for size and varieties. The company can convince the consumers by
giving knowledge about the effects of variations and ingredients constitution, by public
relation, activities such as printing pamphlets, sponsoring seminars and meetings,
writing articles in business magazines published in Thailand.
7~3

,/

Recommendation for Further Studies
This study has been carried out to find the consumers' behaviors and purchasing

patterns of Diary products regarding RTD milk in Thailand market.

In order to formulate the details of marketing plan and strategies, it is necessary to
do further in-depth study to find out more about the opportunities which are still
undiscovered, the market situation changes prior to government's regulation and
incentive changes and the environmental development of the country.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF RESPONDENT
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Table A.1. Purchasing Frequencies ofRTD Milk.
Time frequency
Everyday
Once every 2-3 days
Once per week
2-3 times per month
Once per month
Not frequently

Respondent Numbers
9
30
42
32
18
32

Respondents (%)
5.7%
18.4%
25.7%
19.6%
11%
19.6%

Table A.2. Shopping Decision Distribution of Consumers.
Time frequency
Routine
Emergency
Incentive I Display
Intro. I Sale I Campaign/
Promotion

Respondent Numbers
121
24
11
17

Respondents (%)
74%
15%
6%
5%

Table A.3. Shopping Location of Consumers.
Time frequency
Nearby convenient shops
Supermarket
Superstores
Market shops

Respondent Numbers
84
36
28
15

97

Respondents (%)
51%
22%
17%
9%

Factors: (5) Very important, (4) Important, (3) Neutral, (2) less important, (1) Not at all
important
Table A.4.

Factors of Consumers Purchasing Decision ofRTD Milk.
NUMBER OF ANSWERS

IMPORTANCES
L Social Factors:

5

4

3

2

1

My family
My friends
Prestige/status
Fashionable
IL Product Factors:
High quality (ingredients)
Flavor
Low price
Easily available
Good brand image
Attractive packaging
Color of the packaging
Availability of many volume
Availability of many flavors
IIL Retailer Factors:
Shelf space (Has a lot of product)
Sales person at the retail outlet
IV. Promotion Factors:
Advertising
Promotional incentives
Display Promotion (Shelf Ad.)

24
5
34
8

31
19
35
9

75
57
55
41

21
46
28
46

13

109
88
55
49
18
15

13
13

46
34
72
73
59
52
52

2
2
10
7
29
31
38
23
34

0
0
3
3

16
15

39
60
51
70
29
31
39
62
46

52
52

64
54

37
37

7
8

3
11

80
24
36

52
42
46

18
60
57

8
22
19

5
11
5

13
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36
13

60

11

13

16
11

15

Factors: (5) Very important, (4) Important, (3) Neutral, (2) less important, (1) Not at all
important
Table A.4.

Factors of Dealers Attributes Towards Customers Purchasing Decision of
RTD Milk.
NUMBER OF ANSWERS

IMPORTANCES
Shelf Display
Price
Quality
Flavor
Variety of flavor
Variety of volume
Availability
Brand image
Advertising

5

1
13

27
20
7
2
0
28
1
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4
7
24
17
23
27
24
4
17
7

3
17
12
7
8
7
20
13

4
17

2
20
3
1
1
13
5

28
1
20

1
7
1
0
0
0
1
7
2
7
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Variable
Variable
Table B.1.

Q5
D3

Higher Quality
Education

One Way ANOV A for 'Quality' with Different Education Levels.

Source

D.F

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

4
159
163

Sum of
Squares
3.4298
166.8726
170.3024

Mean
Squares
0.8574
0.5072

F Ratio

F Prob.

1.6905

0.1518

Multiple Range Tests: Duncan test with significance level 0.05
The difference between two means is significant if :
MEAN(J)-MEAN(I) >= 0.5036 *Range* SQRT (1/N(I)+ 1/N(J)) with the following
value(s) for RANGE:
Step
RANGE

3
2.93

2
2.79

4

3.02

5
3.09

(*) Indicates significant differences which are shown in the lower triangle

Table B.2.
G
R
p
5

MEAN
4.2500
4.3478
4.5000
4.5951
4.6471

Significant Differences in Lower Triangle.
G
R
p
4

G
R
p
3

D3
Grp5
Grpl
Grp2
Grp4
Grp3

G
R
p
2

G
R
p
1

**
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Variable
Variable
Table B.3.

Q5
D5

Higher Quality
Income

One Way ANOVA for 'Quality' with Different Income Levels.

Source

D.F

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

4
159
163

Sum of
Squares
4.9308
165.3715
170.3024

Mean
Squares
1.2327
0.5026

F Ratio

F Prob.

2.4524

0.0459

Multiple Range Tests: Duncan test with significance level 0.05
The difference between two means is significant if :
MEAN(J)-MEAN(I) >= 0.5013 *Range* SQRT (1/N(I)+ 1/N(J)) with the following
value(s) for RANGE:
3
2.93

2

Step
RANGE

2.79

4

3.02

5
3.09

(*) Indicates significant differences which are shown in the lower triangle
Table B.4.

G
R
p
2

MEAN
4.4179
4.4643
4.5185
4.5645
4.7368

Significant Differences in Lower Triangle.

G
R

G
R
p
4

p

1

DS
Grp2
Grpl
Grp4
Grp3
Grp5

G
R
p
3

G
R
p
5

**
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE
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QUESTIONNAIRE SET A (For Consumer)

A. General Usage:

/1)

What is your reason for drinking milk?
D As a habit since youth
D
D W~no-be tall
D
D Fashion
D

For good health
For weight control
Others

~-------~

2/ For whom do you purchase milk? (Can choose more then one.)
D Yourself
D

y
,

.

Elder in the family

D
D

Youth in the family
Others

~-------~

You make your buying decision by
D Routine
D Urgent need
D Display in Store
D Intro./Sale/Campaign/Promotion

4) What kind of milk do you purchase most often?
/. D Pasteurized
D UHT
D Sterilized

$)

What type of milk do you purchase most often?
Regular
D Low Fat
D Extra Calcium

D

6) Which flavor do you purchase most often?
D Original
D
D Chocolate
D
D Other(_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

r<-

(

Sweetened
Strawberry

7) How often do you buy RTD (Ready-to-Drink) Milk?
D Everyday
D Once every 2-3 days
D Once per week
D 2-3 times per month
D Not frequently '------~
D Once per month
How much do you buy per time?
D 1 carton
D 1 pack (6 cartons)
D More than one pack (Specify,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
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/

/

9) Which size do you buy most often?
D Small carton (about 180-220 ml.)
D Big carton (about 1,000 ml.)
D Bigger the 1,000 ml.
10) How often do you drink milk?
D More than once per day
D 2-3 times per week
D Not regularly

D
D

once per day
once per week

)'1) Where do you frequently buy these products?
D ··Market shops
D
D
D

- j ,•• _,. . ',,'-'

..

Nearby convenience shops (for example 7-Eleven, ~pin,)
Supermarket (for example Tops, Foodland)
Superstore (for example Lotus, Makro, Big C)

12) Do you have your favorite brand in these products?
D No (If no, please skip to question 15)
D Yes, (If yes, what is that?

(

pvo U cU.

. ., .

,.

,.

•'

" 11 tJr'r> ,./)

)

)-3) The reason why you choose the above brand is because:
Price cheaper then others
D Packaging more attractive
D Often have good promotion
D

D
D

D

More nutritious than others
Everyone drinks that brand
Others (Specify,. _ _ _ _ _ _~

/4) If there is other brand that is not your regular brand on promotion will you switch
brand?
D Yes
D
No

,r5) Which promotion is the most attractive to you?
D
D
D

Price discount
D
D
Free gifts
Others (Specify, _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Coupon for lucky draw
Free sample

16) In your opinion, what is the reasonable price for one earten (about 180-220 ml) of
milk?
D -5=-1-Bafit-. ~- - ; "
D Less than 5 Baht
Mme-than 10 Baht ;_' f ~ 1 .fl. ,., . ·~ •
D
D --s=t{)Baht
" i -1 ;
1

17) From where did you get information about the brand of your choice before buying?
D Memory I past experience
D
Newspapers I Magazines
Television I Radio
D Billboards
D
D In-store information
D Family I Friends
D Sales people
1·
• ; ··
D Others (Please Specify
----------~
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lfl) Who informed your decision regarding brand when you decided to buy milk?
/
D Yourself
D Your friends
TV commercials
D Your family
D
D Newspapers
D
Magazines
Others (Specify, _ _ _ _ _ __,
D
D Sales people

19) To what extent do these factors influence your purchasing decision ofRTD (Ready,, / To-Drink) milk?
Factors: (5) Very important, (4) Important, (3) Neutral, (2) less important, (1) Not at all
important

5
I. Social Factors:
My family
My friends
Prestige/status
Fashionable
II. Product Factors:
High quality (ingredients)
Flavor
Low price
Easily available
Good brand image
Attractive packaging
Color of the packaging
Availability of many volumes
Availability of many flavors
Ill. Retailer Factors:
Shelf space (Has a lot of products)
Sales person at the retail outlet
IV. Promotion Factors:
Advertising
Promotional incentives
Display Promotion (Shelf Ad.)

.
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Importance
3
2
4

1

20) Factors : General user
1) Gender:
D Male
D Female
2) Age:
D 15-24
D 35-44
D above 55

D
D

25-34
45-54

3) Level of Education:
D Less than high school
D High school
D Under graduate
D Graduate
D Other
4) Occupation:
D Own Business
D Office worker
D Teacher
D Student
D House wife
D Other (
5) Your average income in Baht per month is:
D Less then 10,000
/ .c~:: r;
-:ooc D 11,000-15,000
D 16,000- 25,000
, '.:.' -:
D 26,000- 35,000
D >36,000
6) How many members are there in your family? (
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QUESTIONNAIRE SET B (For Retailer)
Kind of Store:

D
D

Market Store
Supermarket

D Convenient Store
D Superstore

1) Why do you sell RTD (Ready-to-Drink) milk? (Can choose more then one.)
D Good profit
D
Customer demand
Variety of items in the store
D High tum over
D
D Others (Specify, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,.
2) From where do you buy the goods particularly RTD (Ready-to-Drink) milk?
D Wholesalers
D Sale agent
D Distributors
D Market
D Others(_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,.
3) Please write the five brands ofRTD milk which are most demanded in your shop,
in order of merit.
I.- - - - - - - - I I.- - - - - - - - I I.- - - - - - - - IV.- - - - - - - V.- - - - - - - - 4) How do you select particular brand to sell in the store?
Price
Customer Demand
Promotion
Advertisement I Popularity
Others ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ,
5) In your opinion what is the most efficient method of promotion that helps you sell
best? ( Please rank the following alternatives by giving number 1 to most effective
through 5 to least effective.)
Price Discount
_ _ Coupon for lucky draw
_ _ Free gifts
_ _ Free samples
_ _ Advertising
6) What kind of incentives attracts you the
D Sales discounts
D Gifts
D Local trips
D Free samples
D Others

most when ordering the goods?
D Receiving credits
D Marketing aid
D Foreign trips
D None

---------~
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7) Which incentives do you like most?
D Sales discounts
D Gifts
D Local trips
D Free samples
D Others

D
D
D
D

Receiving credits
Marketing aid
Foreign trips
None

8) In case of advertising, please rank the following alternatives by giving number 1
to most effective through 6 to least effective one according to your experience.
TV
Radio
_Newspaper
_Magazine
Billboards
Mobile bill boards
In store activities
9) How do you order the brands?
D Sales agent visit
D
D Go to the wholesaler and buy yourself

Order yourself (By mail or phone)

10) How important are the following attributes, as far as concerned in customers'
buying decision in RTD milk?
Factors: (5) Very important, (4) Important, (3) Neutral, (2) less important, (1) Not at all
important

5

4

Importance
3
2

Self display
Price
Quality
Flavor
Variety of flavor and volume
Availability
Brand image
Promotion activities
Ad. (TV & Radio)
Ad. (Newspaper & Magazines)
Ad. (In-shop display)

11) Which incentives do you offer your customers?
D Sales discounts
D Lucky draws
D Gifts
D
Free samples
D Credit sales
None
D
D Others (Please specify) _ _ _ __
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12) What of the products are the customers buying for? (Please tick most prominent
one).
D Price
D Brand image
D Quality
D Flavor I Taste
D Display in the shop
D Promotion campaign
D Others
~---------

13) How do your customers buy these products?
D Routine
D Urgent need
D Display in store
D Campaign
14) What are the total sales per month in term of quantity for R TD milk? _ _ __

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND COOPERATION
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QUESTIONNAIRE SET C (For Companies and Wholesaler)
1) What are the brands ofRTD (Ready-to-Drink) milk is your company carrying?

2) Which product(s) of your brand are most demanded in the market? Why?

3) What do you think the customers are looking for before buying the products?
Brand
Price
Packaging
Quality
Smell
Others

~---------~

4) How do you determine the selling price for the products? It depends on:
Demand
all taxes and expenses
exchange rate
Price of the other brands
Income of the customers
wholesale price
5) Are the prices of your products reasonable or comparable in the market? Why?
Y~
No
The prices are usually:
Higher than others
Very High
Not much different
Lower than others
Very low
6) Do you often adjust the price according to the changes in the market?
Yes
No
Why?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~--

7) When do you usually adjust the price?

---------------~

8) How many authorized dealers for the products in Bangkok? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9) What kind of agreement do you make with them normally?

--------

10) In order to promote sale of your products, what kind of incentives do you
regullarly give to your dealers?
Giving credits
Sale discounts
Local tours
Gifts
Foreign tours
Others (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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11) How much is the total promotion budget distributed over the following
(A) Advertising: Newspaper _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Magazine_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TV- - - - - - - - - - - - Radio- - - - - - - - - - - Billboards
---------In store Posters- - - - - - - 0thers- - - - - - - - - - - (B) Sales Promotion_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(C) Publicity_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

activities?

12) For sales promotion, what kind of enforcement do you need to make for your
products?
Factors: (5) Very important, (4) Important, (3) Neutral, (2) less important, (1) Not at all
important
Importance
3
4
2

5

1

Market survey
Quality improvement
Price reduction
Emphasis on advertisements
Better relationship with dealers
Providing alternative incentives
Giving knowledge about products
13) For sales promotion, which is the most attractive and effective incentives to the
customers?
Discounts
Lucky draw coupons
Free samples
Free gifts
Others
~---------~

14) Who is your target customer group?
High
Middle-High
Middles
Middle-Low
Low
15) What is the name of your company:
Local
------------------Foreign_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
16) When was the business established?

I
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17) Your company in Thailand is:
Agent I representative
Wholesale
Other

Branch office
Dealer

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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